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Renewed rivalry sputters in 27-point loss to UW
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor
The game tagged "Renewing the
Rivalry" had a 17-point spread fa-
voring the University ofWashington
Huskies over Seattle University.
Seattle U's Redhawks would prove
it wrong, but not to their benefit in
an 87-60 loss at Bank of America
Arena Tuesday night.
"They're obviously a tough team
at the top of their game right now,"
said Redhawks freshman Aaron
Broussard who finished with a
team-high 13 points. "We know
that they're a real physical team.
We responded great to the intensity
that they brought, especially in the
second half."
Initially scheduled to play
Lehigh, UW (23-7) wanted to fill
its schedule with a nonconference
game and setup the first meeting in
29 years between the 13th-ranked
Huskies and the cross-town Division
I non-conferenceRedhawks (19-8).
The historic match looked to be out
of the Redhawks' clutches and into
the paws of the Dawgs as early as
the tipoff.
"It was fun to get that gamekick
started again, the series started a
year early," said UW head coach
Lorenzo Romar. "I was actually
pleased with how our guys were
able to shift gears tonight and step
outside ofour conference play."
The Huskies overpowered the
first year in D-I Redhawks on both
sides of the ball. Defensively, the
Huskies challenged every posses-
sion, forced bad passes, stopped
the ball handlers and disrupted
the passing lanes. Defensively the
Huskies were neqr perfect in the
first half, holding the Redhawks
to 19 points on 6-for-29 field goal
shooting, eight defensiverebounds
and creating 12 turnovers and eight
steals.
"We really wanted to get out and
play hard," said UW senior guard
Justin Dentmon who finished with
II points, four assists, three steals
and two turnovers. "I really didn't
think about the rivalry. Somebody
told me before the game."
"It was just another game,"
added Dentmon.
Seattle U had designs to slow
UW's pace with a 2-3 zone, 1-3-1
zone and matchup zone defenses
and to match the Huskies' physi-
cal style ofplay.
"[The game plan]
was definitely to match
their physicality," said
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
UW point guard Isaiah Thomas fouls Seattle U freshman guard Drew Harris as he drives the baseline during Tuesday night's match at UW.
Delayed book lists
mean higher prices
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
If faculty continue to delay
turning in their book orders for
spring quarter, students may see a
rise in textbook prices. As ofnow,
75 percent of faculty members
have not turned in theirbook or-
ders for the upcoming quarter, ac-
cording to the Seattle University
Bookstore.
The delay, however, may not
merely be an issue ofneglect, but
rather one of miscommunica-
tion between the bookstore and
faculty.
Bob Spencer, the bookstore
manager, has a list -of faculty'
members who haven't submitted
theirbook lists yet, but is not re-
leasing that list.
"We will make that list avail-
able to our advisory board and
right now, we are leaving it up
the provost to determine the
channels ofcommunication with
the provost and also to determine
how the 'naughty list' is used,"
Spencer said. "Hopefully, that
communication and the impor-
tanceof the issue will get through
to faculty."
Some departments have not
been receiving the notification
about book order deadlines with
enough time to complete their
lists on time.
Alexandra Bush, administra-
tive assistant for the institute of
public service, center for nonprof-
it and social enterprise manage-
ment and environmental studies,
said every year the announcement
that the book order deadline is
coming up gets sent from the
bookstore to the provost.
From there, the provost for-
wards this e-mail to associate
deans of each college and then
it is passed on to administrative
assistants. The administrative as-
sistants then pass the
message along to fac-
ulty members in their
departments.
Under the needle:
Eric Gordon
Wash, state senators push for official piercing regulations
Staff Writer
"I came to realize that Hepatitis
C is far more prevalent than people
realize," says Candelaria, "This is
only one of the modes of trans-
mission, and to think that this is
a harmless industry is completely
wrong."
Washington legislators work-
ing on the issue include Sherry
Appleton and Jim Kastama, al-
though the two don'tadvocate the
same bill. Appleton, Democratic
representative of Washington's
23rd district, backs House Bill
1085, while Democratic senator
Kastama supports substitute sen-
ate bill 5391.
"I've been trying to [pass legisla-
tion] for a number ofyears, but I
think this is the first year that the
industry has come forward to com-
promise," says senator Kastama,
"because no industry wants to be
regulated."
However, this assertion is not
entirely true according to Troy
Amundson, a professional body
piercer local to Capitol
Hill, who stepped up
to aid in drafting the
legislation.
Despite the sordid past of the
state ofWashington's healthregula-
tions in tattoo andpiercing parlors, ■
native legislators and members of
the industry soon hope to see a
change.
Washington state has no regu-
lations on the sanitation of these
parlors written into law, which has
many worried about the safety of
the establishments. Instruments
and equipment used by the parlors,
if left unclean, could be modes of
transmission for diseases like HIV
and various forms ofHepatitis.
"This demonstrates the com-
plete disconnect from Public
Health and the public's health,"
says Kitty Candelaria, executive
director of the National Hepatitis
C Institute.
Candelaria's connection to the
issue is particularly personal. She
lost her husband to Hepatitis C,
and since his death has been dedi-
cated to preventing its transmis-
sion in all forms, which includes
unregulated body-modification.
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New journalists hone digital skills for changing industry
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
The economic drudgery of2ooB
has written a new headline on
Seattle's print news industry: Out
with the old, in with the digital.
Due to a decrease in advertising
revenue some of Seattle's publica-
tions are struggling to stay in print.
Some newspapers have stopped
printing all together.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
announced in January the paper
has been put up for sale. The P-l, a
146-year-old daily Seattle newspa-
per, will stop printing this spring
unlessthe newspaper finds a buyer.
"The media landscape is chang-
ing, and the P-I is about to be a vic-
tim of that change," Ken Bunting,
the associate publisher of the P-I,
said.
He added while he was currendy
unsure how many jobs wouldbe af-
fected if the Seattle P-I vanished,
many P-I reporters are searching for
work elsewhere. The P-I currently
employs 170 people.
"It is a frightening time
for P-I professionals," he said.
"News publications that are re-
maining open are downsizing,
there are not a lot of jobs in the
[journalism] industry."
The Seattle P-I's closure would
reflect a national trend of newspa-
pers across the country downsiz-
ing. Almost 200 daily newspapers
in U.S. cities have closed in the past
two decades.
Hearst Corporation, the Seattle
P-I's parent company, broke the
news it may close the San Francisco
Chronicle Feb. 25.
"I think the challenges facing
the P-I are very similar to the chal-
lenges facing the news industry na-
tionwide," Bunting said.
The closure ofprominent news-
papers in major U.S. cities troubled
senior journalism major Melissa
Heintz.
"It seems like print journalism is
dying out," she said. "But I do get
most ofmy news from the Internet
or from the television," she added.
Bunting said the competition
from online blogs and other online
new sources makes it difficult for
the P-I, and other print newspapers,
to retain high readership.
"With cable TV and Web sites
that are blog or entertainmentori-
ented being a dominant force in
the news," he said. There is more
competition for readers' eyeballs
and readers' time."
Rob La Gatta, who graduated
with a journalism degree from
Seatde U in 2008, said he was un-
surprised by hardships America's
newspapers have suffered in recent
months.
"Everyone is seeing these news-
papers closing down and thinking
it's some bizarre occurrence," he
said. "It was inevitable."
La Gatta said most people look
to the Internet, rather than a print
publication, for news. Online
blogs, he said offer faster updates
on stories.
"When news breaks now, it is
not the Seattle Times that breaks
it," he said. "I watch blogs every
day. At first, I was really critical, I
thought blogs were stupid. But then
I realized there are a lot ofvery pro-
fessional people using them as a tool
for news."
La Gatta is the program man-
ager forLexßlog, a public company
that develops andedits blogs for law
firms. Lexblog also teaches people
how to blog effectively.
La Gatta said he initially wanted
to work in print journalism.
"When I first came to college,"
he said, "I wanted to do the whole
newspaper thing, like any young
optimist."
La Gatta said his mind changed.
He started working for Lexßlog as
a low-paid intern his junior year of
college.
He said he saw more opportu-
nity writingfor an onlinecompany
despite his professors' encourage-
ment to seek employment at a print
publication.
"The journalism program at
Seattle U teaches you to start at a
small paper and work your way up
to a larger publication," hesaid. "But
the world isn't like that anymore.
There is a lot ofupward mobility in
companies like mine if you're will-
ing to learn new things."
Rose Egge also graduated with
a bachelor's in journalism from
Seattle U in 2008. She is now a
staff reporter at the West Seattle
Herald.
According to Egge, today's col-
lege grads entering the news indus-
try need digital media skills. Photo
and video editing knowledge is cru-
cial, she said.
"I don't think anyone can get a
job in journalism just writing any-
more," she added.
Egge, who interned at theSeatde
P-I, she said originally she wanted
to work for a large daily news com-
pany. Upon graduating, however,
she said she knew the job oppor-
tunities in print journalism were
limited.
"Iknow that I am really lucky to
have a job in journalism at all right
now," she said.
Egge, who recently helped de-
velop the West Seattle Herald's new
Web site, said news companies are
shifting their focus from publishing
news in papers to publishing news
online.
"It's more about24 hour report-
ing than putting out a publication,
she said. "The immediacy with
which we report is much differ-
ent now— at the Herald we'll do
a quick story right away and then
update that story frequently."
Heintz, who is currendy looking
for a job in the news industry, said
she does not see herself going into
print journalismafter she graduates.
She has been searching foravailable
jobs in broadcast journalism.
She said Seattle U's journal-
ism program emphasized print
news writing. Only in recent years,
Heintz added, did the department
start to include instruction in digital
media.
"I feel a little frustrated that
we don't have a curriculum that
adapts for people with an interest
in broadcast journalism," she said.
"I'm graduating soon and I don't
have skills in online editing.
Even in the broadcast journal-
ism world, Heintz added, is prov-
ing to be a formidable job market
to enter.
"I'm looking for an internship
now, and it's hard," she said. "I'm
competing with people who have
been in the field but have lost their
positions. It's hard to find an entry-
level position, most of the postings
I come across require three to five
years experience."
Hientz added she has begun to
search smaller cities' job listings.
"You have to be willing to take
on smaller markets," she said.
Hientz recently found some jobs
opportunities in smaller cities of
lowa and Texas.
La Gattasaid hehas notseen any
of his friends who recently gradu-
ated with journalism degrees secure
full time employment at a Seattle-
area newspaper.
"Most of them are doing free-
lance stuff," he added. "And I
haven't seen any of my friends get
a job doing journalism that haven't
embraced the new media stuff."
Gayatri Eassey, Career Serices'
Director of External Relations,
said the graduating Seattle U
journalism majors had skills ap-
plicable to job markets outside
the news industry.
"Though journalism is a spe-
cialized degree, they've [journalism
majors] still gone through the core
curriculum training at Seattle U,"
she said. "They have critical think-
ing skills which are transferable and
marketable to so many jobs beyond
the scope of journalism."
Eassey added journalism majors
who wanted to work in the news
industry were wise to look for op-
portunites in broadcast or digitial
news.
"In stricdy print journalism, is it
harderto finda job?Absolutely," she
said. "But there are many opportu-
nities in broadcast journalism."
Tech savvy college grads might
be able to capitaliz on the news
industry's shift from print publica-
tions to online media portals, she
added.
"Some people have been work-
ihg in journalism for decades and
won't have the same understanding
as students when it comes to new
media," she said.
Egge said she knew in order to
stay in the news industry, she would
need to continually develop her
proficiency in digital media.
"I hope to stay current enough
with my skills so I can evolve with
the industry," Egge said.
La Gatta said he held hope
for his individuals of his genera-
tion to create successful careers in
journalism.
"I thinkthat young people might
have the advantage," he said. "We've
played around on the Internet. We'll
put our heads together and find a
way to make money. You'll see that
more and more of that as the P-I
and other papers close."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
Sam Fikilini - The Spectator
Melissa Heintz, senior journalism major, reports for Seattle TV to develop her digital media skills.
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Short-Term Housing Wanted:
Large Seattle law firm seeks unfurnished,
short-term, reasonably priced housing close
to downtown for summer law clerks. Need
for 8-12 weeks from mid-May through
September.
Please call 206-359-8009 for additional
information.
Despite cuts, tuition increase lowest in 10 years
Editor-in-Chief
Joshua Lynch
A budget proposal by university
officials thataimed to cut 5 percent
from the base budget for fiscal year
2010 was unanimously passed by
trustees.
Seattle University's 26-person
board of trustees passed the bud-
get proposal in its meeting Feb.
19 without changes, according to
Ron Smith, vice president for fi-
nance and business affairs. Tuition
will increase 3.8 percent or roughly
$1,074 for undergraduates in the
coming school year. That is the low-
est tuition increase atSeattle U in 10
years, Smith said.
Graduate program tuition rates
will increase by 3.5 percent while
law students will see tuition increase
the most at 4.8 percent.
"Keeping the annual tuition ad-
justments lower is one way we are
recognizing the difficulties faced by
students and their families in this
economy," wrote President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. in an e-mail to the
university Feb. 27, the university's
first public announcement of the
trustees' decision.
The approved proposal also in-
creasedfinancial aid awardsfrom the
university by $1.4 million in order
to counteract Washington state
funding some students might lose.
The approved budget will be
passed to budget managers in de-
partments across campus in the next
two weeks. At that stage, leaders
will decide what they may need to
cut—whether it is classes, operating
expenses or employees.
Unlike the 5 percent cut made
in November to the fiscal year 2009
budget, the approved plan will take
funds from both the operating and
salary budgets because salary expen-
ditures account for the majority—
around 70 percent—of Seattle U's
costs. The 5 percent deductionmade
in November, representing around
$2 million, will not be returned to
the.2olobudget in the current pro-
posal, Smith said.
The base cut will save the uni-
versity an additional $3 million,
bringing the total budget cuts to
$5.4 million, Smith said.
University officials have said
they are doing everything possible
to avoid laying off faculty or staff.
The proposal passed by trustees will
not give faculty and staffliving-wage
raises this year, though $300,000 ex-
tra has been setaside for those at the
lowest pay levels.
"Iwouldn't anticipate very many
[layoffs] at all," Smith said. "You
might see one or two."
Smith said his Finance and
Business Affairs division will most
likely cut travel costs, supply expen-
ditures and eliminate two empty
positions. He said Facilities Services
will be hit the hardest by the cuts in
funding for planned maintenance
and small capital projects.
Smith said he hasn't heard com-
plaints fromfaculty and staffbecause
of the cuts, despite the absence of
raises this year.
Professor John Dienhart, an en-
dowed chair inAlbers, also said fac-
ulty and staff might be nervous, es-
pecially after layoffs at the University
ofWashington. But he hasn't heard
anyone complaining over the lack
ofa raise.
"I'm sure the UW layoffs make
people nervous," said Dienhart, who
specializes in business ethics. "But
I think the actions senior manage-
ment has already taken show there
will be everyeffort to treat everyone
here equally well."
Dienhart and other professors
said they thought it's admirable that
extra funding has been allocated for
the lowest paid employees.
"I'mglad to be part ofauniversity
that does that," he said.
For his part, Dienhart's not upset
about losing a raise.
"I would take one," he said. "But
if it meant that other people would
be fired—then no, I wouldn't want
that raise."
Joshua can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu.edu
I wouldn't anticipate
very many
[layoffs] at all.
Ron Smith
VP of Finance
Budget managers
will decide what may
need to be cut.
Science &
Technology
Cody Shepherd
Engineers help computers understand cocktail chatter
Staff Writer
If you have everbeen to a noisy
cocktail party, you know how dif-
ficult it can be to hear one person
talk among the voices ofmany.
Aivin Moser, director of elec-
tricaland computer engineering at
Seattle University, along with the
help oftwo students, is developing
a speech processing system meant
to reduce "cocktail party noise,"
which can be a problem particu-
larly for the hard ofhearing. The
project has involved designing an
analog input system—a four-way
microphone—as well as a system
to convert a stream ofsound into
digital information. But the big-
gest challenge, Moser said, will
be mathematically manipulating
that informationto accentuate the
sounds a person should behearing
from the other noise.
The human auditory system,
when considered closely, is a sur-
prisingly complex and adaptive
one. Humans can focus atwill on
any given piece ofsound among
potentially hundreds, while simul-
taneously blocking the rest from
comprehension. We can also,
however, instantaneously pick out
recognizable bits of sound—such
as someone yelling our name from
across the room—from the jum-
ble ofbackground noise we were
otherwise ignoring. Although this
intuitive set of mental operation
may seem simple, simulating it
with hardware is anything but.
From a technical standpoint,
Moser said, a very small signal
from a tiny earpiece microphone
must be variously amplified, fil-
tered, digitized and multiplexed
(or 'muxed') in order to become
intelligible. In pursuit of this
complex process, Moser has re-
cruited two Seatde U students to
help with his project.
Dean Hoaglan, senior electri-
cal engineering student, designed
what Moser called the "analog
front-end" last quarter. That
is, the data acquisition circuit
that samples four microphone
channels and converts them
into a single stream of digital
information.
The speech processing project
was Hoaglan's first exposure to
analog-digital design. He didn't
think he would have been able
to complete the project even a
year before, because ofa key ad-
vanced electronics class he took
his junior year. He said the de-
vice he designed was a prototype
or demonstration circuit, not a
production model, but that the
hands-on experience was valuable
nevertheless.
"1 see myself doing circuit de-
sign in the future," said Hoaglan.
"And analog filter design is a skill
you shouldbe able to have."
Hoaglan used the Bannan
engineering lab to construct his
circuit and said the department
spent as little as $30 on the
device.
Now that the acquisition cir-
cuit has been designed and con-
structed, the project has fallen
into the hands of Matt Ginsey,
also a senior electrical engineer-
ing student. Ginsey's responsibil-
ity has been to find a way to save
theraw stream ofdigital informa-
tion to a format comprehensible
by computers.
Ginsey has been usinga PIC24
microcontroller, in conjunction
with a spate of computer pro-
gramming, to complete his task.
He has been mostly left to work
on the project independently,
without instruction or micro-
management, which he says has
been a rewarding experience.
"I didn't know much about
microcontrollers before," Ginsey
said. "And it has been nice to fig-
ure things out by myself, instead
of being taught."
Ginsey said he used tutorials
in a book to learn how to use a de-
velopment board, the bare-bones
computer processor required for
his work. His biggest challenge,
he said, was finding time to work
on the project around his 18 en-
gineering credits. He needed a
lab credit to graduate this spring,
however, and in that respect the
project has fit his needs nicely.
After graduating, Ginseyhopes
to work in hardware design for
consumer electronics, ideally for
a company likeApple or Sony. He
said that Moser's speech process-
ing project would look good as a
line on his CV. Perhaps the proj-
ect will also help big electronics
companies pick out his applica-
tion from a background noise of
many others.
Cody can be reached at
sheper2@seattleu.edu
Analog filter design
is a skill you should
be able to have.
Dean Hoaglan
Senior
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SUE NAEF SCHOLARSHIPS
APPLICATION DEADLINE: 9 APRIL
INTERVIEWS: 22-30 APRIL
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS,
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT, HONORS PROGRAM,
& CAMPUS ASSISTANCE CENTER
The Sue Naef Scholarship, endowed by a generous benefactor, is awarded to upper
division undergraduate students of Seattle University who have demonstrated
excellence in academics and a commitment to service and leadership.
QUALIFICATIONS:
• 90 credit hours completed at Seattle University by fall quarter 2009 (Transfer
and AP/IB credits may not be included in total.)
• Cumulative Seattle University GPA of 3.40 or above
• Full-time (45 credits) Seattle University enrolment during year of award (Study
abroad programs sponsored by SU are allowed, though for one quarter only)
• Not enrolled in College of S&E (for whom Bannan Scholarship Program serves
similar purposes) nor recipient of Sullivan Scholarship
BENEFITS:
• Need based scholarship grant ($2OOO or $3500)
• $1000 Seattle University Bookstore allowance
}
• Participation in group activities during award year
Questions: Ask an advisor/faculty member or contact David Madsen, Naef Moderator,
in person (Casey 413), by phone (206-296-6938), or e-mail (dmadsen@seattleu.edu)
Setting the stage:
prof stirs imagination
with theater design
Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer
Building castles, buildings, al-
tars, and bridges doesn't always
require a weeks' shopping spree at
the local Home Depot. Sometimes
all it takes is a big design board, a
decent writing tool and a good dose
ofcreativity. It takes that and about
a lifetimes' worth ofcardboard and
paper mache.
This is just a day in the life of
Matthew Smucker, a professional
theatrical scenic designer and pro-
fessor here at Seattle U. Smucker,
who teaches Design for Theater 1
& 2, designs and creates set pieces
for several prominent theater com-
panies based in Seattle.
"I think of myself more of a
designer who teaches rather than
a teacher who designs," Smucker
said.
In addition to designing the
set for Seattle U's production of
"Dark Play" last year, Smucker
has regularly worked for many of
the city's theater companies in-
cluding A Contemporary Theatre,
Seattle Repertory Theatre, Book-
It Theatre, Intiman Theatre and
Annex Theatre.
"I work like an actor might
work. I'm hired for different proj-
ects for different theaters," Smucker
said. "I don't always just work for
one company, I'm a freelancer."
Smucker is typically involved
in as many as eight performances a
year. This week, Smucker will travel
to Arizona in order to work with
the Arizona Theatre Company on
their production of "Somebody,
Nobody."
Smucker hails from the small
town of Goshen in northern
Indiana. Smucker attended Goshen
College, a small Mennonite uni-
versity with a student body of
less than 1,000 people. Most of
Smucker's family is Mennonite,
and his great-grandfather was an
Amish priest.
"We didn't drive a horse and
buggy and we actually did use elec-
tricity," Smucker said. "There's still
a lot of that culture that influences
my art and sensibility, though,
but I'm no longer particularly
religious."
Smucker first became inter-
ested in theater in high school,
where he did most of his work
onstage as an actor. Juggling both
his ability to perform onstage and
his ability to perform behind the
scenes, Smucker majored in vi-
sual arts and fine arts at Goshen,
eventually choosing a profession in
scenic design.
"I was pretty good as an actor,
but as a visual designer I can step
outside the box and make the art,
rather than be it," Smucker said.
"Besides, being a designer means
I don't work with the actors as
much, which makes everything a
little easier."
More often than not, Smucker
collaborates with other designers
and builders as well as directors and
actors on any given job. Aside from
the creative disagreements Smucker
says are natural in his field ofwork,
he says the hardest part of being
a scenic designer is needing to be
creative on a time table.
"Sometimes I find inspira-
tion early, sometimes I find it
late. Certain ideas take longer to
evolve," Smucker said. "It's not
always a straight line as far as the
job goes."
Just like any other designer,
Smucker admits he must draw
inspiration and creativity from as
many sources as possible. Smucker
can be regularly found sifting
through art, photography, books
and magazines until he finds some-
thing interesting or striking.
"When anyone else reads a
script, that person sees the play
unfold in their imagination. As a
designer, I try to make that hap-
pen onstage," Smucker said. "I al-
ways look for that happy accident
that will lead me in an interesting
direction."
The now 37-year-old Smucker
came to Seattle in 1995. Before be-
coming a scenic designer, Smucker
worked for other scenic designers at
fringe theatres such as Intiman and
Annex, including a four-year run
as a props master. Graduating with
a masters from the University of
Washington in 2002, Smucker has
been with Seattle U for six years.
He lives in the city with his wife
Andrea andhis two twin 20 month-
old boys, Ulysses and Finnegan,
whose names he confesses are "a
bit pretentious."
A big fan ofKingKhan and the
Shrines, David Byrne, and the uke-
lele-wielding Dent May, Smucker
says he loves living in a city with
so many theatrical andcreative pos-
sibilities, especially when it comes
to his specific profession.
"Being open to different types of
creative focus is key," Smucker said.
"At times, you're not only trying to
fall in love with the play, but some-
times trying to fall in love with the
director and their vision. Hopefully
it all comes together for everyone
in the end."
Fernando can be reached at
siosonf@seattleu.edu
Smucker has worked
with several Seattle
area theaters to create
innovative sets.
I think of myself as
more of a designer
who teaches [...]
MatthewSmucker
Scenic Designer
Sullivan bids fond farewell
Emily Holt
Assistant News Editor
Seattle University will soon say
goodbye to its beloved formerpresi-
dent, Fr. William Sullivan, S.J., de-
spite reservations from many mem-
bers of the university community.
The president attributed with
rebuilding the university during a
time of economic disparity in the
'70s and '80s, Sullivan will step
down from his current position as
university chancellor and return to
his home in Wisconsin.
Many professors and adminis-
trators, as well as Sullivan himself,
feel his home will always be the
university.
"I am happy to go to Wisconsin.
It is a beautiful place. My only regret
is that I am leaving Seatde," Sullivan
said.
Fr. Sullivan leaves behind over 30
years worth offriends in Seatde.
"His whole life is the campus,
and to leave that behind would be
very painful," Donna Whitford,
Sullivan's administrative assistant,
said. "IfFr. Sullivan wasn't president,
I don't know if Seattle U wouldbe
as it is today."
For many ofhis fellow Jesuits,
Sullivan marks the end an era of
Jesuit leadership known as the
"greatest generation."
Sundborg called Sullivan the
greatest president that the univer-
sity has had.
Fr. Tom Murphy, S.J., associate
professor of history, described Fr.
Sullivan as strong-willed and said he
epitomizes an era when presidents
of Jesuit universities had to take
control of the university. During
Sullivan's life and his 20 years as
president, he achieved many firsts.
He was the first Catholic priest to
receive aPhD in theology fromYale.
Healso paved the wayfor Seattle Us
expansion.
He started the university's first
comprehensive funds campaign for
the endowment and oversaw con-
struction of the Bannan building,
the Casey building, the Quad, the
Chapel of St. Ignatius and the law
school. When Sullivan took up the
position after being provost, the uni-
versity's finances were in the red.
"He was sort ofthe savipr of the
university," Murphy said. "He has a
strongpersonality.. .the type ofper-
sonality you would expect ofsome-
one who thrives in university."
Murphy described Sullivan as
strong-willed and a self-help per-
son who will find it hard to accept
being taken care of after his years of
ministry and leadership.
Sullivan is returning to Wisconsin
so he can receive more assisted care
Seatde U cannot provide.
Professors and colleagues have
noted Sullivan's personality played
a large role in theuniversity's recov-
ery. Murphy said Sullivan stepped
up into a model of university gov-
ernance thatrequired strong control
oftrustees and administrators.
"I thinkwhen the universitywas
at a critical stage in the '70s, you
needed a strong, more authoritar-
ian hand," said Fr. Patrick Howell,
S.J., vice president of mission and
ministry.
Dave Madsen, associate profes-
sor of history, said Sullivan played
his cards close to his chest.
"He moved very slowly. We were
doing well long before Bill would
admit it," Madsen said, recalling
many convocation speeches that he
said were "doom and gloom" be-
cause of the financial crisis.
Sullivan decided to cut the uni-
versity's Division I athletics program
to reduce costs and focus on what
he thought was the mission of the
university—academics.
Madsen said Fr. Sullivan's suc-
cessive financial leadership allowed
the university to start focusing on
what type of scholarship professors
could produce—a discussion that
had not been possible with budget-
ary problems.
With Seattle University now
marketing itself as the premier pri-
vate university in the Northwest,
Sullivan has witnessed a complete
change in the school's image.
"I think you could credit Fr.
Sullivan with making SU a real
player in the Northwest," Whitford
said. "I don't think Seattle U had
very much stature when he became
president."
Sullivan said the university is
probably the strongest that it has
ever been.
Sundborg said he feels like a
chick who has been thrown out of
the nest and is being tested wheth-
er he can fly. He said he admires
Sullivan's courage.
The university held a goodbye
dinner for Sullivan on March 1.
Hundreds ofprofessors, staff mem-
bers, students, community mem-
bers and Bill Gates turned out to
say goodbye.
"I have so many wonderful
friends here," Sullivan said. "The
thing I'll miss are my friends."
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Courtesy Chris Joseph Taylor
Hundreds of people said goodbye to former SU president, Fr. Sullivan, who is returning to Wisconsin.
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Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in as little as 4 weeks
• Earn Credits from Seattle University
• Credits may apply to Master's Programs or
ELL endorsement •
• 11 Four Week Intensive start dates per year
• Day, Evening and Online classes available
www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com
The School Of Teaching ESL 9620 Stone Ave N, Suits 101, Seattle, WA
(In cooperation with Seattle University) 206-781-8607 STESLlnfo@seattleu.edu
SEAC prepares for 'epic' Quadstock comeback
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
Seattle University's 20th annual
Quadstock is just around the corner,
and this year's reorganization ofuni-
versity funds could mean avariety of
changes. Although the groups par-
ticipating and the performers have
not yet been finalized, the event is
planned to live up and above previ-
ous years.
"We are following the same vi-
sion as previous years, with a larger
scope that will help the event be bet-
ter organized," said MatthewTaylor,
junior electrical engineering major
and co-chair of the Student Events
and Activities Council's Quadstock
committee.
In the past, Quadstock has
been one of the most recognized
events by students year after year.
The event boasts historical perfor-
mances by Pearl Jam, Nirvana, and
OK Go before they came to fame
and keeps the tradition ofbringing
talented young artists to the stage.
Quadstock has since become a full-
day event that includes a variety of
activities on the campus green.Last
year, the events ranged from a dunk
tank to an open stage where student
groupsnot selected for the main per-
formance could perform.
"Students should take pride
in the history and tradition of
Quadstock," Taylor said. "It's very
unique has become one of the most
memorable events ofcampus life."
Although this year's plans are
aimed to exceed last year's, SEAC
has decided to continue the decision
to eliminate the beer garden. But at
the same time they have decided to
make free food more available and
organized.
The decision to exclude the beer
garden is partially the result of the
minimal budget thatSEAC has to
work with.
"These restrictions make having
the beer garden more trouble than
it's worth," said John Bush, senior
business management major and co-
chair of the Quadstock committee.
Seattle U event policy states that
if there is alcohol at an event re-
entry is forbidden and students can
only bring one guest.
Since the event is planned to start
early in the afternoon, re-entry is
necessary, described Bush.
In addition to the increased
freedom of the event without al-
cohol restrictions, funding will
be diverted to hiring talented
performers and more free food, de-
scribed Bush.
"The whole university is tight
on money, but we have worked to
maximize funds so that in the end
it all goes back to students ofSeattle
U," said Whitney Brooks, president
of SEAC and senior marketing and
management major.
As a result of the thin funding for
Quadstock, SEAC is asking clubs
and organizations to contribute.
Brooks stressed the importance of
having as much involvement and
presence from the Seattle U com-
munity as possible.
"We want students to be able
to come in and out and bring
friends from all over to experience
Quadstock," Bush said.
"Each year SEAC works on
enhancing an already fundamental
tradition ofSeatde University," Bush
said. "All the clubs on campus are en-
couraged to be a part ofQuadstock;
it's only a matter of deciding what
they want to contribute."
Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seatt!eu.edu
Students should take
pride in the history and
tradition of Quadstock.
Matthew Taylor
Quadstock Co-chair
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Matthew Taylor and John Bush flash "XX," the nickname they've given the 20th Quadstock anniversary.
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Specs of the week
ROTC cadets donate to
local homeless community
Members of Seatde U's Army
ROTC program donated 70 sleep-
ing bags to the needy last week.
The bags were given to Real
Change, an organization that sup-
ports the homeless in the Seattle
community with job opportuni-
ties and advocacy.
"I was told that warm cloth-
ing and blankets are in high de-
mand right now due to the cold
nights," said Andrew Ramos, a
sophomore ROTC cadet. "Before
we left, a couple ofsleeping bags
were already given out to people
in need."
About 20 cadets helped with
the delivery on Friday, Feb. 27,
loading the bags into their van
and taking them to the center's
location in Belltown.
SU Alum named
hero by CNN
Carolyn Manning, a 1992
graduate of Seattle U's MPA pro-
gram, was named a 2009 hero on
CNN for her dedication to help-
.ing refugee families who have im-
migrated to the US.
Manning founded the
"Welcome to America Project,"
which assists refugees who have
been resettled to Phoenix, Ariz.
by the United Nations.
Manning first became inter-
ested in the plight ofrefugees af-
ter reading about a relocated fam-
ily from Afghanistan who lost a
relative to theTaliban. Manning's
brother-in-law died during the
Sept. 11, 2001 attacks, and
Manning said she felt a connec-
tion with therefugee family.
"We lost a family member,
too," Manning said in her inter-
view with CNN. "The difference
was we had a safe place that we
lived—and they had to flee their
country."
Since 2001, "Welcome to
America" has provided furniture,
clothing, toys and support to more
than 550 refugee families.
Manning was nominated by
members ofher community and is
one oftwo "community crusader"
heroes for 2009 listed on CNN's
Web site.
Washington adopts 'Death
With Dignity' Act
On March sth, Washington
will enact Initiative 1000, giv-
ing terminally ill patients the
right to ask their doctors for
life-ending prescriptions. Voters
approved the controversial bill
last November. It will make
Washington the second state in the
nation, after Oregon, to adopt
such a law.
The patients must be a
Washington resident over 18
who has been declared mentally
competent and. given less than
six months to live. The new law,
however, will not force doctors
or pharmacies to provide the
drugs but leaves the choice to fill
prescriptions to individual health
care practitioners and providers.
Two oral requests, 1 5 days
apart, must be made by the pa-
tient to the doctor. A written
request witnessed by two people
must also be submitted.
Those writing a prescription
or dispensing medication must
file a copy with the Washington
Department ofHealth for record
keeping. Last year, 60 individuals
ended their lives under that state
law, according to a report pub-
lished in The Oregonian.
Construction companies
win in noise war
The Seattle City Council unan-
imously approved several noise
ordinance changes that will make
it easier for large construction
projects to apply for and receive
variances to the city's construction
noise laws.
Those running major pub-
lic construction projects say the
changes in the city's municipal
code could quicken project com-
pletion, but residents worry about
late-night construction noise.
The Capitol Hill Blog re-
ported one audience member,
Chris Leman, was kicked out
of the proceedings for disrupt-
ing the session. Leman is part
of a group of concerned citizens
called the Quiet Alliance. He
shared hi« displeasure with the
proceedings in an e-mail state-
ment to the blog.
"For years into the future,
Seattle businesses and residents—
especially people of color and
those on low incomes-—will suf-
fer from noise and disenfranchise-
ment," Leman said.
UW ranks high in
nationalfundraising
A report released last week
by the Council for Aid to
Education ranks the University of
Washington as 18thin the nation
for donation moneyreceived. The
UW raised $302 million in 2008
through fundraising and annual
gifts. Seattle University was listed
as earning $22,109,254. This re-
port does not include the most
recent months.
Despite the earnings, contin-
ued financial troubles have caused
UW's fundraising office to elimi-
nate 70 positions and reduce an-
other 16 full-time positions to
half-time.
The university blamed the
cutbacks on a 25 percent decline
in the value of the university's
endowment, according to a state-
ment issued on the university's
Web site. The cuts will save about
$6 million out of the unit's $30
million annual budget.
"Sadly, this is the first wave of
layoffs inthe current economic cli-
mate that the university faces, but
it is not likely to be the last," said
Mark Emmert, UW president.
Comments and news tips?
spectator@seattteu.edu
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Not ready
fortheLSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours ofclass time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.
www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,lD.and Steven Klein
The StevenKlein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle
206-524-4915
Sometimes these e-mails
come very close to the
.deadline, making it dif-
ficult for faculty mem-
bers to meet it.
Bush said this was the worst
quarter ever for receiving the an-
nouncement in a timely manner.
The due date for textbook lists was
Jan. 31 but the announcement
didn't get to Bush until Feb. 4. Bush
had not been on the list to receive
the e-mail announcement. When
she realized she hadn't received the
notification, she asked to be added
to the list and finally received the
e-mail five days late.
"When [the e-mail] gets sent to
the provost, it needs to be copied
to the admin assistants," Bush said.
"It's an easy little change, some-
one's just got to realize it's there
and fix it."
Spencer said the earlier the
bookstore can complete an order,
the more likely it is that they'll be
able to get used books. Additionally,
if the bookstore has an order for a
book that a student is trying to sell
back, the bookstore will be able to
pay more for the book to help stock
their shelves.
"If we have an order for that
textbook, we can pay you half of
what you paid for the book. So
without the order, you lose half of
the value for that book," Spencer
said. "So with that difference be-
tween having faculty orders and
not, in terms of the price of the
book, its 62 percent. Students can
save 62 percent when faculty turn
their orders in on time. Period."
ASSU is working to raise aware-
ness about the various ways to save
money on books. This includes
promoting on-time submissions
ofbook lists from faculty.
Emmanuelle Escandar, vice
president ofASSU, said they have
appointed eight undergraduate
students to the bookstore advisory
board. The advisory board works
to raise awareness about this issue
with faculty members and informs
students about book buy-backs.
Last year, members of the board
helped with the textbook pledge,
a discussion that stressed the im-
portance of textbook deadlines for
faculty.
"From the bookstore's perspec-
tive, it was the most effective com-
munication to date that has been
done on campus and the reason for
that was approx half of the faculty
were in favor of it, the other half
hated it, but all the faculty were
talking about it," Spencer said.
Spencer noted that this discussion
raised awareness about the issue
of textbook orders, deadlines and
prices.
Other administrative as-
sistants offered insight into
reasons why some faculty
members might be late getting their
book lists in.
Kate Reynolds, the administra-
tive assistant for crimi-
nal justice, global African studies
and liberal studies, said sometimes
the e-mail comes out and while
classes have already been set, apro-
fessor might not be assigned to the
course yet. Reynolds said most of
the professors in her departments
are good about turning their lists
in on time.
"There's always somebody you've
gotta bug 'till the end of time,"
Reynolds said.
Reynolds also keeps book lists
for each professor saved for some
classes so later she can ask if the
professor will be using the same
books. Then she can re-submit
an order from a previous quarter.
Reynolds said she had also noticed
an issue with not receiving e-mail
announcements on time and re-
called a quarter when they were
only given two days notice.
Rebecca Seberson, administra-
tive assistant for the psychology
department, said ideally she would
receive the notification two weeks
before it's due. This way, it would
give her time to organize orders she
receives from the members of her
department.
"Most ofmy faculty mind fairly
well," Seberson said. "Sometimes
book orders are delayed because I
haven't had time to get to it."
In some departments, the ad-
ministrative assistants do receive
e-mails on time. Aric Lane said
he had not experienced problems
with notifications not being sent on
time. Lane said the majority of the
professors in the communication
department do submit their book
lists on time.
"The most common hold up is
when they're waiting to receive a
desk copyofa book they're contem-
plating using," Lane said. "Maybe
since we change every quarter, we
expect things to go faster when
that's not always the reality."
Rose Zbiegien, administrative
assistant for international studies,
Asian studies and modern languag-
es, said last quarter, professors in
her department received the noti-
fication mid-quarter, a week before
it was due.
"It's just too close," Zbiegien
said. "Most don't have time to
sit down right in the middle of
midterms."
Reporting contributed by Emily Holt.
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai TheSpectator
Bob Spencer, bookstoremanager, is concerned high textbookprices
will hurt students who are already coping with financial crises.
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HAVE YOU HEARD
WHAT ASSU HAS BEEN L o flfejßW J
ON FOR YOU?J
J lr ASSU is your student-elected representatives wording to ad- '
i vocate to make your SU experience the best it can be. We are always inter- [
| ested in answering your questions and addressing your concerns and is-
i sues. We encourage you to e-mail any of yourrepresentatives and visit our I
! office in STCN 360. •
i
— — ______________— —
_ __ _ _ — — — _______________—— —
ASSU Representative Assembly meetings open to everyone—Every
Wednesday, 6-Bpm, Student Center 130. All students are invited to our Rep-
resentative Assembly meetings to voice their opinions, concerns, and feedback
regarding ASSU and Seattle University. Students are also welcome to just sit
in on our meetings to find oii what we are working on for you. Questions?
smit2ls3@seattleu.edu.
BE HEARD!- Be Heard is ASSU's student opinion program. Have issues or
concerns that you would like addressed by ASSU? Fill out a comment slip at
the Be Heard boxes (located at the CAC or outside STCN 360), and check out
the Facebook group "BE HEARD!" to leave comments and participate in dis-
cussions. Questions? wiikinsl@su.edu.
Student Savings Club- ASSU is working to get SU students discounts at local
businesses, cafes, restaurants, & stores for their favorite items and food. Stay
posted—the program will launch soon! Question?escandar@su.edu
ASSU would like to acknowledge the following students who have been appointed
to serve you on a Seattle U community committee:
Mareena Moss for the Community Engagement Committee
Gordon Greaves for the University Space and Capital Committee
ASSU Appropriations Funded On-Campus Club Events:
March 7th—Break the Silence Conference
(9am-4pm, Schafer & Pigott Auditorium) by the Society ofFeminists and First Nations.
Q? chen2743@seattieu.edu
Tuesday, March 7th, 11am—Trackand Field
| 3| Event @ UW! Show your Redhawk spirit!
I Questions? iemieuxr@seattieu.edu.
Questions & comments always appreciated! Contact escandar@seattieu.edu
Do you have a passion for
living the Gospel by
helping people in
another culture? BLi,
WrW /x|
Win a free mission trip to -
BDA7II HiHH £ 1L
If you are between 18 and 35 \y <#|
years old, Maryknoll Fathers and
Brothers invite you to enter a |
contest for your chance JHHIHj
to experience a taste of ■
overseas mission with us! JK
campus voicepublicsafety
reports
Robbery/Assault
February 27,11:45 p.m.
Public Safety and Seattle Po-
lice Department responded to
two students who reported be-
ing robbed and punched when
walking back towards campus
from 20th Avenue and E. Cherry
Street. One of the student's cell
phone was taken.
Alcohol
February 28, 1:25a.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life staff responded
to the report of a possible alcohol
violationand located the student
in the fourth floor men's restroom.
The underage student admitted
he had consumed alcohol. The
student was evaluated andfound
to be fine to return to his room.
Aggressive Panhandling
February 28, 5:30 a.m.
A student reported to Public
Safety two non-affiliate males
aggressively asked the student
for cigarettes. The student left
the area.
Malicious Mischief
March 1, 2:45 a.m.
Public Safety noticed a parked
vehicle with two bags of trash
and an orange safety cone on
thefront hood. Public Safety con-
tacted the owner and removed
the items from the hood of the
vehicle.
Suspicious Person
March 1, 4:30 a.m.
Housing and ResidenceLife staff
reported to Public Safety an un-
known male was loitering on the
fourth floor of the building. Public
Safety responded and searched
the building and the male was not
located.
Malicious Mischief
March 1,10:20 am.
While on patrol, Public Safety
discovered graffiti on the 10th
Avenue and E. Jefferson Street
parking lotfence. A deficiencyfor
removal was filed with Facilities.
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
What do you think about Ken Griffey
Jr.'s return to the Mariners?
Interviews by Taylor Olson and photos by Garrett Mukai
"I don't really follow
sports but I remember in
elementary school he was
really good. Hopefully he can
regain his former glory."
"I think he's the s***! It's really cool; I
don't know how good he'll be though."
"I think it's awesome. It's
pretty exciting. I missed him!"
"I think it's a good thing.
I don't like baseball but
Ken Griffey Jr. is a good
man. He's one of the few
professional baseball
players I respect."
"I don't care about baseball, 50..."
"It's thebest thing to
happen to Seattle."
Nate Brashear
Freshman, Premajor
Luke Roehl
Sophomore, Premajor
Devon Bell
Freshman, Premajor
Emily Brickner
Sophomore, Humanities/PublicAffairs Major
Brianna Coolbaugh
Senior, Fine Arts Major
Demaci Roussos
Freshman, Premajor
Blog of the week: Royksopp prep for "Junior"
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
In a move completely unrelated
to the dance-pop duo JuniorSenior,
Norwegian electronic superstars
Royksopp have announced that
they will follow up their soon-to-
be-released LP "Junior" with anoth-
er one appropriately called "Senior"
late this year or early next year.
The news comes from an inter-
view with the band done in a short
documentary for their Junior al-
bum, which is set to be released on
March 23. They were fairly vague
in the interview but fan forums
and blogs have been abuzz about
the information, although some are
discreditingit as mere rumor. More
informationabout "Senior" has yet
to be released.
Junior, on the other hand, is
highly anticipated and definitely
coming out. The band's first release
since 2005's "The Understanding"
is more of a mix between the
sounds of their first two albums,
and lead single "Happy Up Here"
is a short poppy track that's like
Melody A.M.'s "Eple" coated in
candy. Fans who were disappointed
with the musical direction of "The
Understanding" probably won't
get much help from this disc, as
previews of tracks that have been
floating around show the songs
here to have even more of a pop-
dance sound than those on The
Understanding. The full album
has yet to be heard, so the band
could still have some surprises in
store for us.
"IfMelody A.M. was a relaxed
journey inwards on a Sunday after-
noon and The Understanding was
more uptempo, with more vocals
and a hint of melodic catchiness,
then the new album is a mix of the
two," explained Svein Berge, half
of the band.
Guests on the Junior tracklist
include fellow Scandinavian Robyn
(who had a bout of popularity
in the U.S. in the '90s with her
top-40 hits "Show Me Love" and
"Do You Know (What It Takes) ),
Karin Dreijer Andersson (who was
featured on The Understanding
single "What Else Is There?") and
Anneli Drecker.
"Every once in a while we sur-
face to share our music and shed
some light in an otherwise bleak
reality. And that time is soon upon
us, ladies & gents," wrote Royksopp
on theirWeb site.
The music video for "Happy Up
Here" was also recently released,
and it features So-me-esque text
art and a real life Space Invaders
style battle. It's definitely worth
checking out. We have it for you,
as well as a radio rip of "The Girl
and the Robot (Feat. Robyn) on
the Spectator blog at blog.su-spec-
tator.com
Angelo can be reached at
carosioa@seattleu.edu
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news focus
Controversial coverage
The "Pedophile's Paradise," Alaska Natives are accusing the Catholic Church of using their remote villages as
a "dumping ground" for child-molesting priests-and blaming the president of Seattle University for letting it
happen. (The StrangerFeb. 3,2009)
President calls lawsuit 'unfair' (The Spectator
Jan. 21,2009)
"Northwest Jesuits file for bankrupted trf 961186X1131 *'*** °OVer"Up Spectator Jan. 14,2009)
LaWo, lit 01. Alaska Natives expand sex-abuse suit against Jesuits (Seattle Times Feb. 5,2009)suit alleges president of Seattle U knew of sex abuse (Seattle P-l Jan. 14,2009)
"Does filing put Jesuit schools at risk?" schools, including
Northwest could lead to intense wrangling I*— Feb. 19,2009)
Seattle University, Gonzaga University
and Seattle Preparatory *
Administrators question reporting
Emily Holt
Jessica Van Gilder
Assistant News Editor
Managing Editor
Although the Society of Jesus
has been placed under a critical lens
due to the recent lawsuit involving
alleged victims ofsexual abuse, the
media's involvement with the case
hasn't escaped criticism either.
Administrators and members of
the community who have been here
since 2005 have criticized the cov-
erage for re-hashing an old issue.
"I think the media is looking
for a story and trying to bring it to
their constituents and the public,"
says Rob Kelly, vice president of
Student Development.
This is not the first time the
university has been the focus of
media coverage for allegations of
sexual abuse involving university
officials.
In 2005, faced with a lawsuit
alleging Fr. Gary Poole, S.J. had
sexually abused minors, local media
placed Seattle U President Stephen
Sundborg in the spotlight after he
gave a deposition about his work as
provincial of the Oregon Province
from 1990 to 1996.
Articles in the Seattle Post-
Intelligencer and the Seattle Times
made a note ofSundborg's position
at the university. The Times wrote,
"The controversy, Sundborg said,
is 'damaging to my reputation as
president of the university'" in its
article, "Veil of privilege or cover-
up?" Dec. 15, 2005.
After printing an article Dec.
14, 2005 titled "Jesuit defends se-
crecy in priest sex case: In a previ-
ous post, SU leader didn't report
abuse" the P-I issued an editor's
note stating:
"A story in Wednesday Seattle
Post-Intelligencer about the Rev.
Stephen Sundborg contained in-
accuracies and an omission ... The
P-I is aware ofno evidence that [Fr.
James] Poole told Sundborg he had
sexually abused minors.
Sundborg's interaction with the
media included a detailed letter
sent to the P-I denying the allega-
tions as well as an interview with
theTimes.
After Sundborg was named as
a defendant in a lawsuit filed Jan.
14 accusing him and other Jesuits
of covering up the sexual abuse of
Native Alaskan children, the media
turned its spotlight on the univer-
sity president, and the university it-
self, raising the eyebrows ofsome.
"There is not definitely differ-
ent information [now] than from
[2005]," says Kelly. "There were
probably those in the SU commu-
nity, who, if they weren't around
before, might see this [coverage this
year] as new."
The plaintiffs lawyers garnered
media attention in 2005 by hold-
ing a press conference at Seattle
University, in the same location as
the press conference held Jan. 14,
2009.
One of the victims, Elsie
Boudreau, who spoke at both
press conferences, is a consultant
for firms pursuing clerical sex-
abuse cases—including those where
plaintiffs advocates work.
While some question whether
or not Seattle University is being
used as a ploy to gain greater media
attention, John Manly, one ofthe
attorneys representing the victims,
explains the decision as matter of
geographic logic.
"Most of the provincials have
either been head of the Seattle U
community or have come from
there. Really, the power base of the
Jesuits in the Northwest is at Seattle
U," Manly says.
"The universities have always
forged the anchor of the province.
They are the most important Jesuit
location in the Northwest."
Regarding his choices with the
local media, Manly says it was a
matter ofinforming the public and
the press effectively.
"I can't think of a better way
of doing that than going where
the headquarters effectively of the
province are. The headquarters are
technically in Portland, but there
isn't a university there," Manly
says. "It's analogous to why you
are protesting the war outside of
the Pentagon."
The recent lawsuit has garnered
media attention from Seattle's dai-
lies as well as weeklies such as The
Stranger and The Spectator. As re-
porters focused on the lawsuit—its
defendants and victims—they also
narrowed in on the university.
"The link [the lawsuit] has to
Fr. Sundborg is not the strongest,"
says Marie Vermaas, senior his-
tory and Spanish major. "I don't
like that Seattle U keeps getting
singled out." Vermaas says she feels
Sundborg's role as president is be-
ing used to gain media attention.
Sundborg told The Spectator on
Jan. 21 he believes his inclusion
as a defendant in the lawsuit is
nothing more than a ploy by the
victims' attorneys to garner more
media attention.
But, Manly says, complaints
about the plaintiffs intentions with
the media lack relevance.
"I'm sure Fr. Sundborg isn't hap-
py about [the coverage], I'm sure
others aren't, but they don't want
it," Manly says. "When they [the
victims] show up in the backyard,
[they say] those pesky natives ...
and that's just too damn bad."
Manly says he had a direct pur-
pose for involving the media.
"I don't really care whatthe reac-
tion offaculty or students are, other
than that they know what hap-
pens," Manly says. "There are three
categories of people we are after:
ones who believe it, ones who will
never—(and they should examine
their beliefs) —and third, people
who are open to the truth."
Patrick Wall, a plaintiffs con-
sultant, feels the university needed
legal and mediaattention on this is-
sue. According to Wall, documents
regarding Seattle U's ownership are
on campus. He feels thesematerials
are relevant to the lawsuit and its
potential financial repercussions.
"We believe the university is ac-
tually a defendant in the action,"
Wall says. "Fr. Steve is the one who
has the most personal knowledge in
the society about this."
Journalism professor JimForsher
says the university is probably not
threatenedby the coverage since it
is a large enough institution, but
he also notices a similar use of the
media by lawyers.
"It worked then [in the past
case], I guess it worked now,"
Forsher says. "Lawyers, especially
if it's alarge case, want to do things
that bring attention to them."
Casey Corr, directorofstrategic
communicationsat Seatde U, notes
the particular role journalists can
play in the outcome ofa publicized
lawsuit.
"I would say journalists can be
good at covering allegations and
responses, the he said-she said,"
Corr says. "But I've seen many
instances where journalists are less
capable of scrutinizing their own
sources, especially when the jour-
nalist is a player in an orchestrated
campaign."
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt . The Spectator
Some administrators and students at Seattle U have questioned media coverage of the lawsuit naming Fr.
Sundborg as a defendant. On Jan. 14, the first press conference of this case took place at Seattle U.
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The Cosiness of Body Modification
Emily Holt
Artists face difficulties in light of economic hardships
Assistant News Editor
If the art of getting inked and
poked can be considered a luxury,
then the business ofbody modifica-
tion might not be recession-proof.
In the midst of the current eco-
nomic crisis, tattoo and piercing
parlors on Capitol Hill are feeling
the effects ofclients' stricter budgets
and tightened purses.
While winter is normally a hard
month for tattoo and piercing
shops, this winter has been particu-
larly hard for local salons.
You've just got to
make friends with your
walk-ins and hope
they come back.
Heidi Scheck
Artist, SuperGenius
Heidi Scheck, who recently
started working at SuperGenius
Tattoo on Pike Street, tattooed
in shops in Denver for five
years, says this winter has been
extremely slow.
"It's been slow everywhere,
which is probably the economy,
I am assuming," Scheck says. "It's
been the slowest I have seen since I
have been in the industry."
Bryan Syme, who worksat Fenix
Tattoo in Pioneer Square, says many
tattoo and piercing parlors have
closed due to the recession.
"We've managed to stay
open because of where we are,"
Syme says.
According to Syme, he works as
a freelance illustrator on the side be-
cause it is the only reliable business
for him right now.
David Choe, a tattoo artist at
Laughing Buddha on Broadway
who has worked for 11 years in vari-
ous locations including Honolulu
and Minneapolis, noticed a drop
in business about two years ago
when fewer people were coming
in to spend graduation and tax
return money.
"The media talks about losing
money and jobs right now, but
Starbucks started cutting jobs two
years ago," Choe says. "We're in a
business where we pretty much rely
on people's extra income, and there
seems to be none ofit, or if there is,
people aren't spending it."
In the normal season, both
Super Genius andLaughing Buddha
depend on a large number ofwalk-
in clients to generate revenue. A
walk-in is considered a person who
might have an idea for a small tat-
too and often thinks they will only
get one.
Scheck developed her client base
in Denver with friends who let her
practice on them, but she is trying
to re-develop one in Seattle since
she moved. Doing so requires some
openness on Scheck's part.
We're in a business
where we pretty
much rely on people's
extra income [...]
David Choe
Artist, Laughing Buddha
"You've just got to make friends
with your walk-ins and hope
they come back and make refer-
rals," Scheck says. "I just try to
be nice to everybody, whatever
they are getting, whether I think
it's a cool tattoo or not. It doesn't
really matter."
Choe says he makes recommen-
dations about the appropriateness
ofa tattoo. If a client is young and
wants a tattoo on their neck, hands
or face, Choe says he often advises
against it until they have an estab-
lished career because there are still
stigmas against visible tattoos.
"We don't like to make judg-
ments for people," Choe says. "But
sometimes we don't want to sell
people a product that is not going
to be good for them."
He was fired from Red Lobster
when he was in high school for hav-
ing a nose ring but says businesses
in the Pacific Northwest are now
much more accepting about hiring
people with tattoos.
The one constant factor in the
tattoo industry might be that peo-
ple will always want one, accord-
ingto Choe. He says the number of
customers has lead to a rise in art-
ists entering theworkforce, making
many cities, such as Los Angeles,
over-saturated with idle artists.
"It's really competitive," Choe
says. "There are so many of
us now."
Scheck notes there is almost no
way to find outwhich shops are le-
gitimate justby the storefront. She
says the best way to judge an artist
is by their portfolio.
Choe also notes most artists who
advertise in Seatde are not what the
industry calls "scratchers"—tattoo
artists who aren't professional but
charge a lot.
Seattle, he notes, is not as com-
petitive as other places. Laughing
Buddha has customers from all over
the Northwest, not justCapitol Hill.
He says manycustomers are used to
having personal tattoo artists.
Whether that trend will endure
with money being tight is unclear.
Scheck predicts business might pick
up in March.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Lacking an official Web site for their shop, Deep Roots in the University District relies heavily on local press and word of mouth advertising
Jessica Ishmael The Spectator
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"It's going to be harder
for just anyone to open
a shop, and there's going
to be pros and cons for
that," Amundson says. "But its go-
ing to protect us as an industry, and
it's going to establish us a little bit
more as a profession."
In fact, Amundson has been
working on the legislation in some
form for over five years.
"Appleton's bill was the one I had
worked on," Amundson says. "I had
worked with her probably closer
than anyone else in the legislature.
But we were kind of at the point
where we were thinking 'we need to
pass this.'"
But while Candelaria's criti-
cisms of Appleton's proposal, Bill
1085, have been that it would give
the public a false sense of security
because its language would makf
it difficult to enforce, Amundson
decided to abandon Bill 1085 for
Substitute Senate Bill 5391 due to
better terms.
"I went to Sen. Kastama on a
number ofoccasions and said 'Hey,
we're trying to work toward the
same goal, let's try to work on this
together,"' Amundson says. "He and
I have had some differences in the
past, and we're both very passionate
about the issue."
But according toAmundson, the
firstbill Kastama had draftedwas less
than perfect in his eyes, and he had
some concerns about the language
in thebill. One of the issueswas that
if a tattoo artist got their license, it
wouldn't be transferable from one
parlor to another, which means they
would have to get multiple, one for
every parlor they would work at.
"It definitely got a little heated,"
Amundson says. "Anotherissue that
I had was with the cost oflicensing
in the bill; I think roughly it ended
up being about 1,000 bucks a year
per artist, which is exorbitant."
You want to make
sure that when you
go into a place it has
really high standards.
Jim Kastama
Washington Senator
The main difference between Bill
1085 and Bill 5391 is that the latter
would establish licensing programs
and inspection programs under the
state department of licensing, but
Amundson believes that both bills
have the same ideas at their core.
But for Candelaria, the difference
between the two bills is clear, and
the choice is obvious.
"I really don't support house bill
1085. The language in it is vague
and unenforceable," Candelaria says,
"The bill I support is bill 5391. It's
a compromise bill, but it's the best
we can do. We've been fighting for
this for years."
According to Sen. Kastama,
the number of tattoo parlors in
Washington in the past 10 years
has skyrocketed from about 300 to
over 3,000.
"Where [were the] Public Health
officials when the practice oftattoo-
ing/body piercing became so main-
stream?" asked Candelaria. "Where
was the concern for the spread of
disease, disfigurement and disability
[among] our citizens?"
Kastama and Amundson seem
optimistic about their co-drafted
legislation, but in the mean time,
Kastama has some words ofadvice
for Seattle U students.
"You want to make sure that
when you go into a place that it has
really high standards, and make sure
that whatever is touching your skin
has been sterilized," Sen. Kastama
says. "[The customers] deserve
that reassurance."
Sen. Appleton could not be
reached for comment regarding
Bill 1085.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
While tattooing has been regulated in Washington for some time, no legislation is in place for piercing.
Body mods pose little problem in local workplace
Elizabeth Dold
Staff writer
Starbucks corporate policyallows
no more than two piercings in each
ear, no facial piercings and no tat-
toos. This does not seem to apply,
however, to businesses on Capitol
Hill. Seattle seems to be more wel-
coming ofbody art than most cities,
even in the workplace.
"I think Seattle is so different
than every other place in the entire
country," says Suzanna Fisher, local
tattoo artist at SuperGeniusTattoo.
"There are probably 15 or 20 people
within 5 blocks that have their face
tattooed. You don't see that anywhere
else. It's definitely more acceptable,
and it's not Washington, it's Seattle.
I go over to Eastern Washington and
I'm just as freaky as ifI went to the
South or something."
Statistically, employers are less
likely to offer jobs or promotions
to people with visible tattoos or
facial piercings.
"There are studies that show a
correlation between how close your
tattoos are to your hands and face
and decreased pay rate," says KC
McFerson, senior philosophy major.
"It's undeniableover the past decade
that tattoosand body piercings have
become moreprevalent. Having said
that, I think employers are really go-
ing to have to deal with this because
having tattoos doesn't make you any
less effective ofa worker."
It seems Seattle employers have
caught on to this idea.
"I justwent to Noahs Bagels, and
the dude there had his hands and
neck tattooed—you wontsee that at
any other Noah's Bagels," Fisher says.
"We have so many stylists in Seattle
that look like they could be tattoo
artists. There are baristas here that are
more tattooed than tattoo artists I
know. Even Microsoft programmers
get tattoos because it's okay."
There are probably 15
or 20 people within
5 blocks that have
their face tattooed.
Suzanna Fisher
Artist, SuperGenius
But this trend is not common to
all large cities or cultural hot spots.
"Even in Hollywood, where ev-
eryone's stretched and pierced, you
still don't see as many people work-
ing regular type jobs," Fisher says.
This allowance has resulted in a
Seatdeite tendency toward more vis-
ible tattoos.
"I think getting your neck and
hands tattooed, because it's so
much more acceptable, is way more
popular here, especially with young
women," Fisher says. "I would say
more extreme stuff is more popular
in Seatde than in other places. Kid's
come in here, and their first tattoo
they want on their neck."
One theory to explain Seattle's
tolerance of body art is that the
active arts community affects
the culture.
"I think it's because people
around here have creative jobs,"
Fisher says. "There are a lot of peo-
ple in bands. Seattle is art and music
and culture."
Widespread acceptance of body
art is not the only Seattle-specific
trend. There is also a different re-
lationship between competing
tattooartists.
"Everyone who tattoos here gets
along, which is unique; I've heard,"
says Heidi Sandhorst, another artist
at Super Genius.
"We're all competing, but here it's
like we're all working together, and
elsewhere it's like you're going to get
abrick through your window," Fisher
adds. "... I think that everyone's a lot
more chill with the fact that, yeah
I know you're my competition, but
you're my buddy, so if I know that
you're better at this I'm going to send
somebody over to you to do that."
Trends often have a habit of
spreading outward from urban areas.
If this is not the case with Seattle's
social stigma regarding body art,
students preparing to enter the
workplace should be aware that not
all employers will be as accepting
as Seattle's, particularly in today's
economy.
As Fisher puts it, "We're a
little island."
Elizabeth can be reached at
dolde@seattleu.edu
Jessica Ishmael The Spectator
In Seattle, piercing and tattoo artists are often some of the least modified people in the work force.
Washington piercing laws to undergo major modification
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Pinter's 'Betrayal' portrays infidelity in reverse
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
Settling down in the darkSeattle
Repertory Theatre to watch a play
entitled "Betrayal," an audience
member might anticipate an open-
ing scene brimming with seductive
glances, firm embraces and confes-
sions oflove between the principal
actors. Harold Pinters production,
however, requires some patience.
Instead of showcasing the pas-
sionate ingredients of an extra-
marital love affair right off the bat,
"Betrayal" waits until the final scene
to deliver a hearty dose oflust to the
audience. This tale, of the insecure
Emma (Cheyenne Casebier) s love
affair with her husband's best friend
Jerry (David Christopher Wells), is
told backward.
The performance opens with
the final, loveless days of Emma
and Jerrys romance and unfolds in
reverse though the 1970s to reveal
the couples' seven-year secret rela-
tionship. In the ninth scene, the au-
diencearrives at the heart-pounding
moment whenEmma and Jerryfind
theirbodies pressed together for the
first time. Moments later, the final
curtain drops.
Pinter's inverted plot develop-
ment proves especially effective at
building suspense. Although we
know what will become of Emma
and Jerryafter the first five minutes,
the plot thickens as Emma's hus-
band Robert (Alex Podulke) enters
the drama in the second scene.
"Betrayal" becomes a game of
discovering just how much Robert
knows ofhis wife's infidelity and his
best friend's treason.
Podulke gives a genuine per-
formance, developing a complex
character churning with pain, ven-
geance, pride and insolence.
He and the other principal ac-
tors use minimal dialogue and re-
strict body language throughout
the play.
Casebier evokes chills as strong as
Podulke. She creates a chameleon-
like Emma who's demeanormorphs
through the performance—in the
openingscene she sits cold andstiff,
seated with her back straight as a
pin; in other scenes she overflows
with a zealous fervor to love, her
red-brown curls jumping up and
down with excitement.
"Betrayal" waits until
the final scene to
deliver a hearty dose of
lust to the audience.
All the while her fleeting eye
contact with both male characters
marks her vulnerability.
Wells disperses more regular out-
bursts of emotion throughout the
production, and hedoes not always
deliver them with skills that match
his fellow principle actors. Still, he
constructs a believable and person-
able character.
Caught between his heart and
his head, his pacing and nervous
gestures display a festering inner
conflict quite effectively.
Director Braden Abraham
weaves tensionbetween JerryRobert
and Emma through an emphasis
on scarcity.
Allprincipal actors restrict their
movement, facial features and body
language throughout "Betrayal."
Casebier, Podulke, and Wells en-
gage in limited dialogue laden with
subtle meaning, like characters of a
Hemingway work.
This is effective at times, exasper-
ating at others.
"Parts of it were really just sort
ofslow," audience member Triana
Collins bluntly stated after the 75-
minute show.
Like the production's script
and direction, the set embodies
scarcity.
Betrayal's simple wood set
held some minimal yet elegant
Victorian trimmings.
The majority of the drama's
scenes play out in a classic 1970s
English loft with dark oak floors.
Two dim lights cast a somber yel-
low glow on off-white walls.
Costumes add a dash ofcolor to
"Betrayal's" austere stage.
The male characters are clad in
1970s pinstriped dress shirts, sharp
suits, olive sweater vests and neady
creased slacks.
Emma enters the stage looking
like she means business in a pale
lavender pantsuit and flat-ironed
short hair. As the play reels back
time, however, her outfits morph
into cheerful, rosebud printed long
skirts, cremechiffon tunics and even
a magenta cocktail number.
The artistic costumes and set ele-
ments provide fascinating distrac-
tions when the story line momen-
tarily runs dry.
But the acting and twisted plot
construction offer two far superior
motivations to head to the Seattle
Rep and treat oneselfto a slow, cruel
and backward betrayal.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
Courtesy SRT
"Betrayal" tells the tale of a marriagefilled with infidelity and deceit, but its plot pans out backward.
Blue Tarp earn blue ribbon at Battle of the Bands '09
Corey Blaustein
Staff Writer
The typically tame Campion
Ballroom was turned into a raven-
ous rock venue Feb. 27, biting the
heads off every patron that passed
through the doors and filling their
bodies with the various genres of
music presented that night. With
root beer and snacks at the ready,
audience members were entertained
all night with heartfelt performanc-
es and a joke spitting emcee. The
real entertainers were also present
as each band played their well-
rehearsed 10-minute set for the
judges and a cheering crowd.
The space rock trio Android
Weber opened the showwith an un-
earthly mash ofharsh synthesizers,
screeching guitars and mathemati-
cal drum beats that turned heads
as many times as they changed
tempos. Their performance set the
show off on a good foot as many
other bands graced the stage with
styles ranging from acoustic rock
to blues inspired metal to reggae.
While all the groups put on perfor-
mances that made the crowd dance
and shake, only one ensemble could
be labeled as champions.
Closing the night and also tak-
ing home the grand prize ofa full-
length performance at Neumos was
Blue Tarp, an old school rock band
hailing from Orcas Island.
"We've been gigging for a long
time on our island, but this was
our first show on the mainland,"
frontman Walter O'Toole said af-
ter their performance. Their first
"mainland" performance looked
more like a homecoming show
with many of their fans making
the trek down from the San Juan
Islands to Seattle, showing their
support with fists in the air and
enough head-banging to make
Metallica envious.
We didn't really expect
anything. We've only
been playing together
for two weeks.
Meagan Grandall
Senior, Environmental Studies
"This was the foot in the door
we've been waiting for," drummer
Sydney Hayworth said after hearing
the results.
While there was only one first
prize, two other groups received
gift certificates to Guitar Center
for placing second and third.
Crowd pleaser Meagan Grandall
received second place. Her folk in-
spired songs were well met, and her
band added a depth ofrhythm and
beats that gave her set a sound like
those ofColdplay and Death Cab
For Cutie.
"We didn't really expect any-
thing," said Grandall, a senior en-
vironmental studies major. "We've
been playing together for only
two weeks."
The third place title went to
Ideal Green, a lively reggae band
that provided a tropical feel to
the gray skies above the Campion
Ballroom. Comprised oftoo many
members to remember, Ideal Green
set down a groove that moved
through the crowd and inspired
everyone to pick up their feet to
the beat of their light and playful
rhythms. While the band was out
ofits element musically, being sur-
rounded by folk and rock groups,
Ideal Green brought a refreshing
sound to the show's lineup and
earned their place in the top three
for the night.
Even though there was only one
winner, all of the groups brought
a unique style onto the stage that
was embraced by the audience. The
disconnect between judge and au-
dience perceptions was evident, as
the fan favorite for the night didn't
even place. Kissers and Shooters
captivated the audience with their
high-energy dance rock that kept
the'Trowd jumping along and
pushed the audience choice award
in their favor.
For video footage from the event and
interviews with the bands check out our
Web site at s.u-spectator.com
Corey can be reached at
Blaustei@seattleu.edu
Courtesy Blue Tarp
Hailing from Orcas Island, Blue Tarp's gritty metal music garnered winning marks from the judges.
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Film Forum focuses on design
Alex LaCasse
Annual NWFF series aims to showcase revered officials in the worlds of architectural and visual artistry
Staff Writer
Northwest Film Forum will be
presenting its annual "ByDesign"
series March 6-12—a collection of
films, discussions and showcases
highlighting design and the mov-
ing image.
The series is sponsored by
Digital Kitchen, the creators be-
hind HBO's "True Blood" series.
The mini-festival will also include
two Northwest documentary pre-
mieres that chronicle the lives of
graphic designer Milton Glaserand
Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas.
Koolhaas designed Seattle's famous
downtownpublic library.
Among two of what the Film
Forum has tagged as "Special
Guest" films are Koolhaas' bio-
graphical documentary, "Koolhaas:
AKind ofArchitect," and "Milton
Glaser:To Inform & Delight."
Koolhaas has become some-
what ofa controversial architect in
recent years, most notably for his
stark use of lines and over the top
modern designs. He focuses pri-
marily on design within the urban
society and how a specific struc-
ture can impact that community.
"Koolhaas: A Kind of Architect,"
includes personal accounts of his
design ideas as well as commentary
provided by German sociologist
Dirk Baecker and famed architects
Joshua Ramus and Richard Meier.
The film discusses Koolhaas' bib-
liography of work as well. The
NWFF describes the documentary
as "a thought-provoking portrait of
a true visionary."
Glaser has been a
major figure in the
design business for
roughly six decades.
MKI2 is a Kansas-city based
group that developed graphics in
the largely publicized film "Stranger
Than Fiction," as well as the title
sequence for the James Bond film
"Quantum of Solace." Coined as
one of the festivals special events,
group members Timmy Fisher,
Ben Radatz, MattFraction and Jed
Carter will be speaking live March
6 at 7 p.m. at NWFF. The group
was established in 2000. Along
with fielding questions, they will
also be debuting a series of short
films including the Seattle premiere
of "The History ofAmerica."
Milton Glaser is best known for
coining the "I love New York" em-
blem, which can be seen almost ev-
erywhere in America today. Glaser
has been in the design business for
roughly six decades. At heart he
is a designer who has done every-
thing from book jackets to movie
and music posters—including Bob
Dylans 1966 poster and the 1993
poster for "Angels In America." He
also was integral in co-founding
New York Magazine. Many have
often described Glaser as a quintes-
sentialAmerican designer. The Film
Forum states that this new docu-
mentary "reveals the full breadth of
Glaser's remarkable artistic output,
as well as the tremendouswarmth,
intelligence and creativity of the
great modern Renaissance man."
The Film Forum will also be
holding an opening night event
March 6 following "MKI2: In
Person." Along with a reception
there will be a live audio-visual
performances by artists Kamran
Sadeghi and Scott K. James. The
focus of their performance is the
collaboration of image movement
combined with sound.
Both of the featured documen-
taries will run for most of the festi-
val while other short works and dis-
cussions like "Seattle Moves," "Psst!
Pass it On 3" and "Entropy: New
Short Works" are one day events.
The ByDesign festival is cu-
rated by Northwest Film Forum's
Peter Lucas.
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
A comic adaptation:
Matthew Martell
Warner Brothers banks on everyone watching "Watchmen"
Entertainment Editor
Its pages are littered with
content discussing the notions
of post-modernism and exis-
tentialism. The American pro-
test mentality is tied to the text
like flesh and blood. Time critic
Lev Grossman called it "a heart-
pounding, heartbreaking read
and a watershed in the evolution
of a young medium," and the
magazine ranked it as one of the
100 best English-language novels
of the last 80 years. More than
900,000 copies of the novel were
distributed to retailers in 2008.
Hie pending release of the film ad-
aptation of the book has sparked
one ofthe most highlyanticipated
and controversial waits in years.
No, Hollywood isn't gearing up
for a film telling ofKerouac's "On
The Road;" the book in question
is none other than "Watchmen,"
the most successful graphic novel
ofall time.
Released in a 12-issue run
between 1986 and 1987,
"Watchmen" is a corrjic written
by Alan Moore and illustrated by
Dave Gibbons and John Higgins.
The novel tells the story ofa group
of vigilante "superheroes" strug-
gling to exist in a world ofchaos.
But in the case of "Watchmen,"
superhero is a loaded term; except-
ing the god-like Dr. Manhattan,
its protagonists have more in com-
mon with the veryhumanBatman
than they do with Superman and
the Green Lantern.
And while production com-
panies have in the last decade
been very prone to putting comic
books on the silver screen, they've
never had to deal with adapting a
graphic novel with such an avid
fan base. The obsession around
"Watchmen" goes beyond comic
geeks—it has been regarded by
critics from publications like the
New York Times and the Wall
Street Journal to be a work of
literary genius—and its dark,
contextually loaded pages pose
innumerable potential problems
for the company trying to touch
it up for the big screen.
Zack Snyder (300), the director
of"Watchmen's" Hollywood pro-
duction (which will be released by
Warner Brothers), has expressed
his fears concerning the adapta-
tion in many recent interviews. In
particular, he found the length of
the movie to be aprimary obstacle
in its creation.
"I wouldn't say it's a short mov-
ie by any stretch," Snyder told the
New YorkTimes in an interview.
"But it's the tightest version that I
could give them and not feel like
I raped it a litde bit."
This is what the fans of the
novel seem most worried about—
they are worried their beloved
book will end up getting pro-
verbially "raped" by Hollywood,
and its fixation on profit mar-
gins and opening weekend box
office sales.
The problems with the film's
adaptation stem from the way the
comic is written; its plot is dense
and full of entanglements, and
while the story is riveting, very
little ever happens action-wise
throughout its duration.
The film has also come under
scrutiny by Moore, who as he
did with the adaptation of"V for
Vendetta," has refused to have
his name associated in any way
with the production in spite of
his being the originalwriter ofthe
comics. Moore, as a comic book
writer, seems to see a relationship
between comics and his writing
that cannot be adequately por-
trayed on screen.
"There are things that we did
with Watchmen that could only
work in a comic, and were indeed
designed to show off things that
other media can't," Moore told
EntertainmentWeekly in 2008.
But beyond the difficulties in
simply adapting "Watchmen's"
story, Snyder's crew also faced a
lawsuit from 20th Century Fox,
who owned the rights to mak-
ing a "Watchmen" movie before
Warner Brothers took on the task.
The lawsuit threatened to destroy
the possibility of the film's release
entirely. Fortunately for longtime
fans of the comic as well as eager
newcomers intrigued by the film's
trailers, the suit was recently set-
tled, and the film will be running
in theaters starting March 6,
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
Courtesy Warner Brothers
The god-like Dr. Manhattan is "Watchmen's" only real superhero.
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Only 1.5 miles from campus (23 rd & Jackson), Welch Plaza is a L
modern building completed in 2004. Spacious studio apart-
ment with a bedroom above. Amenities include, stainless-
steel appliances, secure lobby entrance, fitness center, For " 10^e information visit
underground parking, and an on-site management staff. Pets welchplazacondo.com
welcome. For sale by owner or work through a real estate Gary Sampson, Owner
agent. Call today for more information. 206.353.1141
said senior guard
Shaun Burl who fin-
ished with one point
on a split pair of free
throws and 0-for-2 field goals,
two steals, an assist and four of
21 Redhawks turnovers. "It was
more about being ready to be in
the game. We know we can play
a lot better."
Seattle U head coach Joe
Callero cited his team's positives
as 18 UW turnovers, 11 steals and
better executed second halfby the
Redhawks, who scored 41 points
in the second half.
"We scouted them well,"
Romar said. "We're a scrappy,
scrappy tea, a disciplined team
and that's how we prepared
to play."
Offensively the Huskies ran
the show, scoring 42 points in the
first half on 17 of 34 field goals,
24 rebounds and 10 assists. The
Huskies took the lead after the
first possession and never gave it
up due in part to junior forward
Quincy Pondexter. Pondexter
was on the receiving end of their
scrappy play after leaping over
Redhawks junior guard Chris
Gweth for an alley-oop from
sophomore guard Venoy Overton.
After scoring the basket Pondexter
fell onto Gweth before hitting
the hardwood hard, silencing
the technically sold-out crowd of
10,000.
"My heart stopped a littlebit,"
Brockman said. "Everybody in
the arena's hearts stopped, except
maybe some Seattle U fans."
Pondexter returned in the
second half to finish with 10
points, two boards, two steals and
one block.
"If he couldn't have gone,
we wouldn't have played him,"
Romar said.
Huskies reserves scored a
combined 34 points. UW senior
forward and Pac-10 Player of
the Week Jon Brockman had 12
points and seven boards by half-
time only to finish with a game-
high 16 points and 10rebounds
before a raucous curtain call with
at least 15 minutes remaining in
the second half.
"I remember my dad talking
about the rivalry," Brockman
said. "That's a good team. For just
turning into a Division I team
being independent, they've had a
great season."
"If we take that same com-
petitiveness and the same type of
intensity that they brought to this
game, we'll do very well in the
[North Dakota] Tournament,"
Broussard said.
"We've got a pretty mature
team so we have a lot of older
guys, so we'll be able to put this
game in perspective," Burl said.
"We were a littlebit overmatched
and didn't do as well as we could
have. But this weekend is the
Independent Championship and
we want to be able to go out and
represent and finish our season off
on a great note."
With several hard collisions
and falls, some wondered if the
game was a near-miss or even
worth the win.
"It was justbasketball," Romar
said of the physical game play.
"Kids playing, falling down and
running into each other."
After a 29-year absence, the ri-
valry is back right where it left off,
with the UW dominating.
Ben can be reached at
watanabl@seattleu.edu
It was just basketball.
Kids playing, falling
down and running
into each other.
Lorenzo Romar
UW Head Coach
Clara Ganey The Spectator
UW senior Jon Brockman dunks for two of his game-high 16 points.
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SU men beat S.D.
Kevin Atchley
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle University men's
basketball team came back from a
double-digit deficit for the second
time in a week. The latter game
proved to be a winning combina-
tion as the Redhawks defeated the
University ofSouth Dakota 87-85
in the Dakota Dome in Vermillion,
S.D. Saturday night.
In front of 3,152 people the
Coyotes' (19-8) had their first
home loss of the season. The win
pushed the Redhawks (19-7) to
their eleventh win in the past
12 games.
The Coyotes led by as many
as 13 with a 66-53 advantage
with 10:15 remaining in the sec-
ond half. A 3-pointer from junior
guard Chris Gweth brought the
Redhawks within 10 and put the
Redhawks on a furious comeback
to complete their two-point victo-
ry. Mike Boxley put the Redhawks
ahead for good 87-85 with a deep
3-pointer with 13 seconds left.
The Redhawks' starters all scored
in double digits. Austen Powers led
the Redhawks with 20points, eight
rebounds and two steals. Boxley
and seniorforward Michael Wright
had 14, Gweth had 13 and Shaun
Burl had 10.
Seattle U head coach Joe Callero
said the starters weren't the only
reason for the team's success.
"Leigh Swanson played 10
valuable minutes for us," Callero
said, referring to the senior
reserve forward.
Swanson played 10 minutesbut
finished with two offour shooting,
good for four points and two de-
fensive rebounds.
said a big reason for his
team's comeback was the second-
chance points his team got. He
also referred to strong possessions
and taking care of the ball. The
Redhawks only turned the ball
over four times, compared to the
Coyotes'l2.
"When you don't turn the ball
over you get extra possessions.
This can lead to smart decisions,"
Callero said.
Calleroalso mentionedhis team
was energetic and enthusiastic in
the second half. The Redhawks be-
lieved they could comeback from a
13-point deficit and they did.
"We had second-half energy
tonight," Callero said.
The win by the Redhawks
continues the team's momentum
as they travel to North Dakota to
end theseason at the North Dakota
Tournament March 7 and 8.
Fresh offofa comebackwin, the
Redhawks feel ready to compete. -
"We played the way we're
capable of playing," Callero
said, referring to his team's
dramatic comeback.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
Women win on road in S.D.
Kevin Atchley
Volunteer Writer
Using a team effort that includ-
ed grabbing 48 rebounds, Seattle
University's women's basketball
team defeated the University of
South Dakota Saturday night
62-53 in the Dakota Dome at
Vermillion, S.D. The Redhawks
(19-8) outrebounded the Coyotes
(16-9) 48 to 24. The game was
played in front ofa crowd of 1812
people and signaled the 12th win
in the past thirteen games for
the Redhawks.
The Coyotes and Redhawks ex-
changed the lead 14 timesand tied
the score three times. The Coyotes
held an earlylead in the second half
at 31 -30 until the Redhawks went
on a 16-5 run over the next 7:44 to
take the lead at 46-36. The Coyotes
answered with a scoring run of
their own to regain the lead at 49-
48 with 5:01 left in the game.
The Redhawks responded with
a 3-pointer from junior captain
Cassidy Murillo for a 51-49 ad-
vantage. The Redhawks used this
big basket as a momentum builder
and went on to win 62-53.
Redhawks sophomore for-
ward Breanna Salley led all scor-
ers in the game with 21 points,
seven rebounds, four assists and
two blocks. Ashley Wiemann
and Jasmine Mosley each had 17
points to lead the Coyotes. The
Coyotes were especially hurt by
poor 3-point shooting and were
only three of 17 from behind the
arc, good for a dismal 17.6percent.
Their overall shooting percentage
was 37.5 percent, compared to the
Redhawks' 42.9 percent. Junior
forward Mercedes Alexander was
a huge factor for the Redhawks in
the rebounding game. She recorded
her fourth straight double-double
with 16 points and 18 rebounds.
Alexander attributed the team's win
to rebounds, but more importantly
with the team's mental attitude.
"I think a major contribut-
ing factor that helped us win the
game on Saturday was the fact that
we simply did not want to lose,"
Alexander said. "We had a rough
start,, but we made the decision
at half time to take control of the
game and tempo and to play our
game, not theirs."
The Redhawks were down 25-
22 at halftime, and fresh off their
latest defeat to North Dakota,
Seattle U did not want a two-game
losing streak heading into their
next game.
"We all know that we've worked
too hard all season to not contin-
ue to win games like we know we
can," Alexander said.
Alexander also mentioned the
control and tempo throughout the
game contributed to the win.
"I'm sure doubling their amount
of rebounds definitely helped us to
win that game," Alexander said. "It
gave us opportunities for second-
chance points and opportunities to
run the floor and get open looks
for fast breaks in transition."
"We took the extra seconds to
make sure we were set in our plays
so that we could execute them
correctly and knew that if we did
so, our offense would take care
of itself, which it did," Alexander
added.
Despite the Redhawks win
Alexander said theteam didn't play
their style ofbasketball and hopes
to better execute their style in the
upcoming games.
"I think the momentum from
this win will definitely help us to
do well in the [North Dakota]
tournament," Alexander said.
Alexander and the rest of the
Redhawks finish the season as
they travel to North Dakota for
the North Dakota Spring Thaw
Tournament March 7 and 8.
Alexander knows her
team will be ready for these
upcoming games.
"All of us have some fire in us
and are ready to get back thereand
play like we know we can," she
said. "We are ready for it all."
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
Seattle University
outrebounded South
Dakota 48-24.
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SU vs. UW events scatter SU fans across town
Derron Yuhara
Staff Writer
In a recent campaign of videos
circulating the Seattle University
Web site, Rudy the Redhawk can
be seen promoting the basketball
team's rise to power with his march
to the University of Washington
like fictional championship fighter
Rocky did in "Rocky."
The much anticipated basketball
game between Seattle U and UW
brings a Division I awakening along
with it's excitement to students.
The videos used to publicize
the game show Seattle U's rebirth
into D-I.
However, out of the total tick-
ets given to Seattle U, only 28 were
distributed for free among stu-
dents. The majority of the tickets
went to sponsors and the Athletics
Department as promotions.
Students at Seattle U are not ac-
customed to paying for games, and
voiced second thoughts about at-
tending the game when they realize
it will cost at least $20.
"I was planning on going, but
I don't think I will anymore," said
Molly Robb, sophomore psychol-
ogy major.
It is customary forD-I programs
offer discounted student tickets,
and students from a guest team are
no acceptation.
"Thereality ofDivision I is that
we will start having to pay to see
athletic events, it's an unfortunate
part of the culture," said Kate
Kelly, spirit squad coordinator at
Seattle U.
"We still haven't made the full
transition into Division I, so the
home games here at Seattle U will
remain free at the very least through
next year," LeMieux added.
The Seattle community is catch-
ing on to the Division I competi-
tion between the schools as well.
"Nothing brings the community
together like athletic competition,"
said MickMcHugh, Seatde U alum-
nus and student body president
of 1996, who is also the founder
ofFX Mcßory's Steak Chop and
Oyster House.
Both Kells in Pike Place Market
and FX Mcßory's in Pioneer Square
welcomed the community to live
screen-viewings of the game.
"I grew up on Capitol Hill and
watched Seattle U go to the final
four in 1956," McHugh said. "I
have been waiting for this game
for a long time now."
"Just to see the Seattle, U name
on the sports ticker when I am
watchinganother game is a big deal
for alumni," McHugh added.
McHugh has been running FX
Mcßory's for 32 years and said
Seattle athletics are coming out of
a 10-year slump and Seattle U will
play a big part in it.
The Hawk's Nest Bistro filled up
with students excited and hopeful
to watch the neighborhood rivalry
with their peers Tuesday night.
'"The turnout for a Tuesday night
was pretty good and I think the
team is doing pretty good as well,"
said Alvin Mangosingi assistant di-
rector of residential programs.
Seattle U students were support-
ive and optimistic for their team
throughout the game, cheering at
baskets and turnovers.
"Iknow the reality of the situa-
tion but I just want it so bad," said
Cori Simmons, sophomore history
and philosophy major. "Next year
is our year."
The initial excitement of the
game deflated as the Huskies started
to take the lead, and students left.
"The first five minutes was
exciting, but I think everyone be-
gan to realize it was a long shot,"
saidKristina Capulong, sophomore
international business major.
"I just want Seattle U to stay
about at least half of UW's score,"
laughed lan Tromble, senior civil
engineering major.
As the game ended, students in
theBistro applauded the team's hard
work in spite of a 27-point loss..
"They played well, but it was
just a tough game against [UW]
that is the number 16 team in the
nation," said Nate Beutel, fresh-
man humanities and computer
science major.
Derron can be reached at
yuharad@seattleu.edu
Adam Kollgaard The Spectator
Students gather at the Hawk's Nest Bistro to watch SU play UW.
Clara Ganey The Spectator
Redhawks fans show the color of their feathers at Kells Tuesday.
Rugby conquered by WWU
Rugby Game
Eric Gordon
Redmond's Marymoor Park
drew a considerable crowd last
Saturday afternoon when the
Seattle U men's Rugby Club faced
off against Western Washington
University. Many of Seattle U's
players were confident for a vic-
tory against WWU, a team they
had never beaten before.
Their expectations were not
met in a 6-1 loss to the Vikings.
"We were definitely expect-
ing to do well," said Chris
Chhoukdean, freshman com-
puter science major. "I think
that maybe we haven't totally
bonded completely yet, and we
haven't learned each other's moves
and strategies."
Seattle U played strongly in the
first 10 minutes, making the first
score ofthe game and leading 1-0.
But continual scores by Western
finished off the game at an over-
whelming six to one.
"We knew that the outcome of
this game would judge whether or
not we would go to the playoffs,"
said Mateo Moore, senior strategic
communications major and team
captain. "So coming in it was kind
of a do or die."
At least one Seattle U player
felt there was something more
they could have done.
"Basically I felt like s***, be-
cause I didn't feel like I put in
the effort that much," said Alex
Chinn, freshman accounting
major. "We definitely could not
stop them; it was like a hot knife
through butter."
For Seattle U, the match
was punctuated by vomiting, a
jammed finger and a knee to the
head, none of which halted the
players' participation. But Seattle
U team captain Moore has seen
it all.
"I've never seen anything too
horrible out there, a broken fin-
ger, or a sprained ankle, or a con-
cussion, but it's usually nothing
too dramatic," said Moore.
But Moore didn't attribute
the loss to any of the injuries his
teammates sustained.
"We started off really strong,"
Moore said. "Our forwards played
really well and we were more or
less in control of the game. There
was just a lot of pressure when
they started scoring, and it was
hard to get it back."
A few Seattle U players attrib-
uted the loss to a deconstruction
of their game plan.
"We didn't have communi-
cation as a team," said Michael
Cruz, junior civil engineering
major. "Everything was work-
ing fine, but they capitalized on
our mistakes."
Cruz, who has played rugby for
around seven years and played at
Seattle U for three years, views the
loss as a learning experience.
"My saying is, the only way we
can go is up," said Cruz. "We just
gotta take this as an experience,
and that's the most positive thing
about this game, is learning from
our mistakes and making sure that
we don't commit them again."
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Everything was
working fine, but
they capitalized on
our mistakes.
Michael Cruz
Junior Rugby Player
Clara Ganey The Spectator
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Freshman winger Luke Skelly defends the ball against WWU at the
bottom of a ruck during Saturday's game at Marymoor Park.
Intramural visits WSU
Jourdan Myles
Volunteer writer
Across the nation, March
Madness started early for colle-
giate basketball enthusiasts with
the onset of the 2009 National
Campus Championship Series
Regional and National Basketball
Championships, one of the National
Intramural-Recreational Sports
Associations programs.
The six winners of the weekends
regional tournaments at universities
across the U.S., in addition to last
weekend's tournament winner and
next weekend's tournament win-
ner, will compete for the title of
the nations top 5-on-5 intramural
basketball team. A select group of
Seatde University students travelled
to Washington State University to
play against intramural squads from
neighboring schools like Central
Washington University, Western
Washington University and host-
school WSU.
Representing Seattle U was a
team known by their intramural
team name, "mmmmmmmmm-
mmmmmm, Get some!" The team
has played together for the past two
years and is the defending Seattle
U men's competitive intramural
league champs.
"It's helped a lot as chemistry
and knowing our roles," said senior
guard Kevan Brown, referring to the
amount of time the team has played
together. "We know whatwe do well
in certain situationsand it's helped us
build confidence withinour team."
The team made a few last min-
ute additions such as 6-foot-6-inch
freshman center Jim Shannon. Even
with the added size, Seattle U got off
to a rocky start, dropping the first
two games.
"We played the University of
Idaho the first game and they were
a big physical team," Brown said. "I
think a lot of them werefootball play-
ersand the conditions were different
fromwhat we're used to at Connolly.
The rims were very bouncy, but we
played well once we figured out who
their shooters were."
The following game against one
of theWSU teams was a letdown for
Seattle U after they jumped out to
a 36-31 lead after halftime, only to
lose 45-36.
After pool play, Seattle U was
fully prepared for and advanced to
the single elimination games, then
continued to the next round after
defeating a different WSU team.
"It seemed like they took us light-
ly," Brown said."They lagged into the
gym and werelaying around stretch-
ing the entire pregame, and we just
came out playing well."
Seattle U capitalized on the
chance to avenge the earlier loss to
the Idaho team, winning in overtime.
The underdog story came to a halt in
the semifinals with a loss to theLewis
and Clark State College team.
Despite the loss, Brown was
pleased with the opportunity to
play basketball.
"It reminded me of high school
and those all-day weekend tourna-
ments where you don't know any-
thing about your opponents and you
just go out there and play," Brown
said. "Like the jump from [recre-
ation], to competitive, this was the
next level up."
Jourdan can be reached at
mylesj@seattleu.edu
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Admins handle budget true to values
In the present economic environment in the United
States and Puget Sound region, the only thing harder than
finding a job seems to be keeping one. While many workers
fret over the terms of their employment, Seattle University
faculty and staff members hopefully won't lose too much
sleep over their job security.
While Northwe'st corporations like Starbucks, Boeing
and Microsoft all began instituting enormous layoffs to
compensate for the costs of the recession, Seattle U pro-
posed a budget for the coming year aimed at maintaining—
not diminishing—the status quo on campus.
Obviously, budget cuts are happening at Seattle U. They're
a reality for most major academic institutions now, but in
contrast to other colleges like the University of Washington,
which is laying offhundreds of its staff and faculty members
in order to make ends meet during the recession, Seattle
U's cuts are looking minimal.
The proposal for the fiscal 2010 academic year, which was
unanimously passed by the board of trustees Feb. 19, aims
to cut costs 5 percent across the board. Faculty and staff
members will not receive raises for the next year. $300,000
was preserved to aid the lowest paid Seattle U employees.
This approach to cost-cutting denies the hardworking
faculty and staff members at Seattle U pay increases, but
when compared with its alternative—potential mass layoffs
to increase the already better paid employees' salaries—the
choice administrators and trustees made exemplifies Seattle
U at its best.
Business ethics professor and endowed chair John
Dienhart said it best when he told The Spectator, "For an
organization that is focused on social justice, this is a mes-
sage that we really do just that."
Likewise, scaling back the budget also means a dimin-
ished tuition rise for students in a time of financial instabil-
ity. The national annual increase for tuition in the U.S. sits
at 8 percent, but Seattle U students only face a 3.8 percent
increase for the coming academic year.
At just under half of the national average, the tuition
increase for the coming year displays considerations made
by an administration that seems sincere in its desire to
do the best it can to accommodate students in a time of
national need.
Likewise, financial aid is set to increase by $1.4 mil-
lion for next year, which means the lowest tuition bump
in a decade at Seattle U will be offset even further by an
increase in aid.
Times are tough for everyone, but if the budget plans
hold steady for fiscal year 2010, Seattle U students, staff
and faculty might be able to make ends meet in spite of
the economy's national nosedive.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Emily Holt, Matthew Martell, Liz Caval and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
GOP view on economic stimulus package
Chris Jay
Volunteer Writer
Americans were promised
a great deal when their newly
elected president and the newly
convened Congress began the leg-
islative formation ofan economic
stimulus package, designed to
help reverse the direction of the
U.S. economy.
It is now law. Let the fingernail
biting begin.
As 2008 came to a close, then
president-elect, Barack Obama,
synonymized the word "stimulus"
with infrastructure. Bloomberg
reported in early December that,
"[The] President-elect.. .is focusing
his economic recovery strategy on
making the biggest investment in
the nations infrastructure since...
the [creation ofthe] interstate high-
way system..." This was relatively
well received by the financial mar-
kets, given the circumstances, and
the American people sat patient,
but eager, as work began on craft-
ing the ambitious plan.
Just two months later, the once
illusionary proposal crossed Mr.
Obama's desk as the American
Reinvestment and Recovery Act of
2009. However, only 15.2 percent
of the $787 billion total was allo-
cated to infrastructure spending. It
seems the much repeated "shovel-
ready" was misunderstood by the
public, meant to be interpreted as
the prodigious heaving ofthe new
funds to personal projects at the ini-
tiative of the Congressional finance
committee leaders (none ofwhich
have a professional background in
economics or finance). At least the
bill has no pork.
But then again, why add extra
pork, if you're already cooking a
bacon log?
Desperate times call for desperate
measures indeed, and we're getting
used to this sort ofcapriciousness;
TARP wasn't really used to buy up
toxic assets. Giving up the material
interim is sometimes worth gaining
the invaluable infinite. "I am con-
fident that by the time we actually
have the final package on the floor
that we are going to see substantial
support [from the GOP]," said Mr.
Obama in early February to NBC,
aboutkeeping his commitment to
bipartisanship. Unfortunately, the
shovels were ready for consensus,
too. Not one Republican voted for
the House version and only three
for the Senate's.
The Act's transformation from
bipartisan infrastructure plan
meant to simulate, to less biparti-
san stimulusbill With an emphasis
on infrastructure, to entirely parti-
san spending package that throws
some money at transportation and
disingenuously oinks the rest to
the indiscernible, is as epic as it
is calamitous.
"Democratic legislators used
the power of the gavel...to stuff
the bill with truffles for their states
and...gifts for the interest-groups
that pay their bills," gruffed The
Economist. One can easily discredit
thedoctrinaire oppositions to a fis-
cal decision with the old adage that
an economist is an expert who will
know tomorrow why the things he
predicted yesterday didn't happen
today.' But the data is rather less
opaque. While the stimulus pack-
age is slated to "save or create" 3.5
million jobs, the US is forecast to
lose over 4 million jobs this year.
Much of the promised increase in
consumer demand won't be real-
ized until, at earliest, 2010. And
the protectionist signals of even
the diluted "Buy American" provi-
sion caused Mr. Obama to travel to
Canada, our largest trading partner,
soon after the stimulus' passage, to
assure them ofAmerica's commit-
ment to free trade.
With all its flaws, the stimulus
package isn't the worst bill ever
conceived by Congress. It's shot-
gun passage was an impressive
feat in its own right, thanks to
seasoned legislative insiders now
working in the White House. But
the fact that the final result was
far removed from the original sale
effectively ends Mr. Obama's hon-
eymoon. And allowing the divisive
Democratic leadership to shape the
bill shows his true nerve regarding
bipartisanship.
The package is at large a shop-
ping list for the administration's
social projects, and not terribly
stimulating at all.
We have no choice but to hope
it works.
Chris is the President of Seattle
University College Republicans
and can be reached at jayc@
seattleu.edu
Not one Republican
voted for the House
version and only three
for the Senate's.
Despite its flaws, this
stimulus package isg't
the worst bill ever
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Dems view on economic stimulus package
Aerica Banks
VolunteerWriter
We are in the midst of the great-
est economic crisis since the Great
Depression and things are going
to get worse before they get bet-
ter. The recession is shaping up
to have more devastating effects
than originally estimated: the rate
of decline in GDP last quarter
reached 6.2 percent—the worst
since 1982.Labor data is projected
to show a loss offour million jobs
since December 2007. Soap op-
eras have begun embedding spon-
sor's products into their scripts to
increase revenue.
How did we come to this?
Being the president of the Young
Democrats and a passionate lib-
eral, I have my ideas. But we don't
need to discuss Bush, unregulated
global free-market enterprise, the
exploitation of natural resources
and vapid American consumerism
here. Instead, let's discuss what
happens next.
The American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA), aka
the stimulus bill, is a groundbreak-
ing first step toward recovery and
further confirmation that, early in,
President Barack Obama is will-
ing to take bold action. Spectator
Senior Staff Writer Katie Farden
did a great job objectively discuss-
ing the bill, but as a senior, an en-
vironmentalist and a Democrat, I
want to highlight the provisions of
the ARRA that support three key
areas: education, the environment
and public assistance. While the
ARRA is not the ultimate solution,
it helps form a greater foundation
upon which this administration
will start to rebuild the priorities
ofour government.
The beauty of this plan is the
interconnectivity of its categories.
Mostof the provisions are designed
to produce multiple and varied
benefits through short-term provi-
sions and long-term programming.
For example, the $43 billion dedi-
cated to energy is supplemented by
the $110 billion invested in science
and infrastructure. This will create
jobs in high-growth industries, in-
crease environmental protection,
enhance our global competitive-
ness, create energy efficient and
sustainable technology, bring sci-
ence and technology to more class-
rooms and lower energy costs for
the poor and middle class.
The bill has directed $500 mil-
lion to fund the Green Jobs Act
and an additional $510 million
to weatherize the homes of Native
Americans. This is in line with the
administration's commitment to
environmental justice, addressing
the social inequities made greater
by environmental burden. Since
the gap between the haves and
have-nots has markedly widened,
$81 billion is aimed at protecting
the vulnerable: the homeless, the
jobless, the hungry. Students like
you and me (who may count our-
selves in that vulnerable group),
will directly benefit from the $500
annual increase in Pell Grants.
This adjustment seems small, but
it may keep some students from
going into debt. For K-12, $10.6
billion will go toward creating $22
billion in tax bonds to renovate
public schools, the first time in his-
tory that federal money has been
directed toward school renova-
tion. Over three-fourths of public
school buildings are outdated and
inadequate, so it's time that federal
funding goes toward this national
crisis in education.
This far-reaching plan could
have gone further if not for the
compromises made in the failed
pursuit of bipartisanship.' Over
$3 billion is directed toward clean
coal technology, but science and
research shows it doesn't exist.
That money would be better spent
facilitating the transition from
fossil fuels to renewable energy.
Furthermore, the majority of the
bill covers $288 billion in tax cuts.
This money could have gone to dis-
missing student loans, fully fund-
ing a national high-speed rail sys-
tem, or initiating some other vital
overhaul. Instead it bought three
unnecessary Republican .votes.
While $787 billion seems like
a lot ofmoney for a purple Band-
Aid, it represents only a fraction
of the $3.6 trillion budget that
will produce the radical changes
we need.
Aerica is the President of
Young Democrats at Seattle
University and can be reached
at banksa@seattleu.edu
This far-reaching plan
could have gene
further if not for the
compromises made
Aerica Banks
President of Young Democrats
ASSU explains absence of statement
Kai Smith
Volunteer Writer
The Spectator asked ASSU to
explain why it hasn't issued a state-
ment regarding Fr. Sundborg and
the recent allegations against him.
Below is our response.
First, as ASSU President, I made
a statement regarding the need for
Seattle University students to beable
to continue pursuing their educa-
tion without being contacted about
or identified with this issue. These
allegations should not hamper the
education ofour students. On the
specifics of the accusations against
Fr. Sundborg, ASSU doesn't make
statements about issueson which we
have zero influence. The decision is
nowfor the courts to make, and like
mostfolks we anxiously await the re-
sults before passing judgment.
Second, since a statement about
Fr. Sundborg would have had little
impact, ASSU decided instead to
continue tackling everyday issues
facing students. Recently, we have
hosted two public events—a transfer
student get-together and a student
budget forum. And last week ASSU,
in conjunction with other student
leaders, created a student committee
and provided the seed money to es-
tablish a Revolving Loan Fund. This
fund will be used to finance renew-
able energy and conservation efforts
on-campus, and the cool thing about
this is that the savingsfrom using less
energy from the projects will be fun-
neled back into the fund, providing
funding for further projects.
Finally, therule of law in America
is that people are innocent until
proven guilty. This is the philoso-
phy by which ASSU will continue
to operate.
We ask the community of
Seattle University to keep in their
thoughts and prayers all survivors of
sexual abuse.
Kai is ASSU President and can
be reached at smit@seattleu.
edu.
ASSU decided instead
to continue tackling
everyday issues
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10Thoughts about Facebook's
25 Things About You
25 Things don't make you
thatdifferentfromanyone
else.
It's easier to come upwith
25 things about yourself
thanyour friends.
I liked reading yours more
than I like writing mine,
which I refuse to do.
25 Things is a chain let-
ter, like the ones in middle
school on AOL or AIM.
Everybody likes music.
»
The timeit takes to come
up with25 things could be
used 25,000 better ways.
I used to rock JNCO jeans,
Mossimo Ts and drew
Stussies on everything.
Unless I'm in them or
there's nudity, I'm not in-
terested. ,^|
Individuality is overrated.
I've seen thefuture in "Ter-
minator" and robots win.
Beware what you put on
25Things: Facebook might
keep the info.
Letter to the Editor: Defending, defining racial inequities
Dear Editor,
In the Feb. 11 issue of The
Spectator, a letter to the editor was
written by a white privileged male,
James Kilcup, attacking a Chicana
woman from a migrant community
who talks with a Spanish accent
and has very indigenous features,
Dr. Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs.
Kilcup calls her "racially discrimi-
natory" and infers that her feelings
and opinions are irrelevant, her
presentation despicable, and her
claims illegitimate, all simply be-
cause she uttered the word "crack-
er" during the cut video clip ofher
response on personal feelings and
fears surrounding Obama's elec-
tion. How does one define a rac-
ist comment? We encourage the
Seattle University community to
watch Dr. Gutierrez's video section.
When looking at thesentiment be-
hind it, it would become obvious
that it does not call for Kilcup's ag-
gressive attack.
Racism is a tool of control,
constructed in this country by
white, straight, upper-class men to
control the rest of the population
on the basis of color, class, gender,
culture, ideology, and sexuality
lines.
Dr. Gutierrez explained in her
response letter in the Feb. 18 is-
sue that she was unaware the term
"cracker" was a racial reference
for some people; the word meant
"erazy person" in the Chicano com-
munity she grew up in. But, even
if the word was used to refer to a
white person, it would not be the
same as using a racist slur. Racial
mistrust in this country on the
part of people of color is due to
centuries of systematic oppression,
segregation and exclusion, and this
history of experience informs the
justifiableanger on the part ofpeo-
ple ofcolor. The reverse does not
hold true. Therefore, racism in the
U.S. is indicative of, and exclusive
to, the privilege ofwhites, the rul-
ing majority.
Kilcup's critique is highly prob-
lematic. For example, he high-
lights a "double standard," which
supposes that people ofcolor and
whites are treated on a level play-
ing field, and thereforeracism does
not exist to cause disadvantage. But
the reality is that whites continue
to be privileged due to the legacy
and current practice ofcolonialism,
slavery and genocide, and ignoring
this only makes it worse. Racism
exists and impedes on the freedom
ofall people. A pretentious attitude
ofcolorblindness or post-racialism
is most oftenattributed to the very
same individuals who hold racial
privilege and is, by and in itself,
racist in as far as it fails to take into
account the voices and historical re-
ality of the underprivileged. In the
words of Eli Wiesel, author and
Holocaust survivor, we need to,
"take sides.. .silence encourages the
tormentor never the tormented."
Instances of racism toward
people of color are ignored daily,
minority voices and accomplish-
ments silenced, and attacks by the
privileged on the underprivileged
are printed and used to re-enforce
and justify this cycle ofviolence.
The instance highlighted in
this response letter is only a tiny
example of the oppressive atti-
tudes toward underprivileged and
underrepresented people at Seattle
U. Similar to the many instances
of hateful graffiti on our campus
walls, colorblindness powerfully
reinforces the pathology of rac-
ism. Our silence becomes consent
when members ofour community
are oppressed. We, as people from
diverse backgrounds of heritage,
age, appearance, sexuality, gender,
class, spirituality, ideologyand race
must stress the need to take real
steps toward liberating our minds
and communities by confronting
all oppression and discrimination.
Sarah Dean, Katya
Ekimoto, MattHitchman,
Sean O'Neill, Marianne
Mork, Brenda Trejo,
Tess Abrahamson, Aldo
Resendiz, Juan Gallegos,
Yesenia Sanchez, Vanessa
Castaneda, Sabrina Chen,
Aerica Banks
Racism in the U.S.
is indicative of, and
exclusive to, the
privilege of whites.
Instances of racism
toward people of color
are ignored daily...
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lastlookspublicsafetyreports
Safety Assistance
February 25, 2:40 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a
smoking trash can in a lab. Public
Safety found very hot sand from
a burner had been poured into
a plastic trash container, which
melted through to the floor and
was extinguished. Area was
cleaned up.
Medical Assistance
February 25, 6:00 p.m.
Public Safety bandaged a cut fin-
ger and transported a student to
a local hospital for stitches. The
student reported she cut her fin-
ger while eating.
Graffiti
February 26, 8:50 am.
Public Safety received a report
of a graffiti marking on a univer-
sity sign. Work order was sent
to Facilities.
Arrest
February 26, 3:58 p.m.
Two studentsreported a middle-
aged man walking around with
a knife and throwing it in the
ground. Public Safety and Seat-
tle Police Department responded
and found the non-affiliate male
had mental health issues and
felony warrants for theft and
narcotics violations. Seattle Po-
lice Department transported the
maleto jail.
Alcohol Poisoning
February 26, 8:40 p.m.
Student extremely intoxicated
refused to cooperate with Public
Safety and Seattle Fire Depart-
ment Medics. Seattle Police
Department placed the student
into custody for safety. The stu-
dent was then transported to a
local hospital.
Credit Card Fraud
February 27, 2:50 p.m.
Student reported someone used
her credit card to secure some
type of product and possibly had
it mailed to Campion. The mat-
ter is currently under investiga-
tion by Public Safety and Seattle
Police Department.
Accident
February 27,11:40 p.m.
A window was broken by some-
one throwing a water bottle
across the floor and through a
picture window. Public Safety
secured the scene for safety
and facilities boarded up the
window frame.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
Student bands rumble at 'Battle Royale'
This year's Battle of the Bands featured everything from grunge to reggae.
For video footage from the event and interviews with the bands check out
our Web site at su-spectator.com. All photos by GarrettMukai
Meet stage designer Prof. Smucker Tj I SU intramural b-ball visits WSU Jl7 ImmmmM ■■■■
